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o you offer free services to clients or potential clients with the
hope of future sales? The debate over whether it is a good idea to
offer free estimates, to cite one example of potential free services, has been raging among arborists for years. Several decades ago at a
meeting of this association, the assembled group decided free estimates should not be offered and a
uniform fee should be assessed. (Obviously, this was years before such as conversation would be
found to violate anti-trust laws.) Today, each company owner is free to decide whether estimates are
free, a charge is assessed, or a charge is assessed that can be deducted from future tree work.
I ask what you do in your business because here at TCIA – and at many nonprofit associations –
we give a lot of valuable benefits away to members for free. We also give away a lot to nonmembers
in the hope that they will join once they get a peek inside the door and see what advantages membership offers them. In a way, it’s not that different from what you do in your business.
As a for-profit business, you might offer a free estimate as a way to get on a property with the goal
of selling tree work in the future. You also might offer some free, added benefits to current clients as
a way to increase customer satisfaction and keep retention rates high. You also might offer free tree
work for a day to a worthy cause or historic property. But whenever you offer something for free, you
have to keep future returns and the bottom line in mind.
I ask what you do … and whether it works to increase sales … because a recent article in a publication geared for the nonprofit association world caught my eye. It was titled “Embrace Your
Freeloaders,” which was noteworthy for two reasons. As a former editor, I loved the symmetry of the
headline – asking us to embrace a group of people who were just insulted as freeloaders. It also
grabbed my attention because it noted quite clearly:
“Most associations have a mix of free and paid products. Commonly, they offer either content,
events, or membership for free and then try to funnel people toward paying for the other two. … In
any of these cases, there are freeloaders. People who come to free events or subscribe to free publications but almost never join. There are a lot of these people; in fact, there are probably more
freeloaders than buyers. And that’s OK, as long as you can generate adequate revenue from the buying portion, however small it might be compared to the freeloaders.”
For a non-profit such as TCIA, we view free through the same lens as your for-profit business, with
a few added factors. We certainly realize that offering free benefits to members (publications, compliance guides, safety materials, business advice, accident hotline, legal representation) engenders
member loyalty. We constantly strive to answer the age old question of “What am I getting for my
dues?” in a way that makes membership pay multiple dividends. And we offer some of the benefits
of membership to non-members, who get a glimpse of what they’ve been missing on the outside.
Yet TCIA, as nonprofit organization, has a concurrent duty to the entire tree care profession, member and non-member. When we lobby for commonsense regulations or business friendly legislation
in Washington, everyone benefits – even those who don’t pay us dues. When we offer hands-on safety training for free to members and non-members, we elevate standards and practices regardless of
membership status. And that’s alright if the activity is one we can support with conviction. We still
need to grow, balance our budgets and keep the lights on – all while advancing member tree care businesses. In the case of safety, we’re willing offer free or almost free training to all. We’re working to
find a balance whereby we enhance the value of membership while at the same time we embrace our
freeloaders. Safety is that important.
Mark Garvin

D

Publisher
TCI's mission is to engage and enlighten readers with the latest industry news and information on regulations, standards, practices,
safety, innovations, products and equipment. We strive to serve as the definitive resource for commercial, residential, municipal and
utility arborists, as well as for others involved in the care and maintenance of trees. The official publication of the non-profit Tree
Care Industry Association, we vow to sustain the same uncompromising standards of excellence as our members in the field, who
adhere to the highest professional practices worldwide.
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By Rick Howland

bucket or on the work
platform), but the
excess weight also can
prematurely wear out
load bearing joints and
over-flex the boom
itself, as he explains it.
“Personally, I have
seen vehicles tip over
or high-side something
(high siding is when a
truck
leans
over
against an object such
as a bridge, tree or
building) or seen the
boom swing over a
roadway without any Catastrophic damage from impact. Courtesy CUES Inc.
safety cones in place,
then get clipped.”
“These accidents can cause damage
from minor to catastrophic,” he says,
adding that even tipping slightly into a
leaning position can cause damage.
Nichols says he witnessed one
in which “a high-side event
totaled the boom. Nothing was
broken off, but the steel was
bent to point where it would not Chips & cuts in upper boom. Courtesy CUES Inc.
function. And, of course, fiberwhich can lead to loss of the boom’s integriglass buckets are often destroyed.
ty and strength and also its dielectric
The fiberglass boom is likely the
properties.” That is rare, but Nichols says he
strongest; they are pretty rugged,
has seen that a couple of times.
but not indestructible,” he warns.
He also warns that debris, such as branch“We inspect units, and I will
es, chips, sawdust, surface moisture, grease
advise owners of any chips in the
and grime are conductors of electricity.
gelcoat or if the coating is milky or
“With a poor or compromised gelcoat or
powdery.
That
means
the
boom
This boom quadrant had worn against the boom rest due to the knuckle
bearings being worn out and having not been inspected in several years. needs to be sanded and re-coated to
around the seam seal (between boom
The damage was so deep into the boom it could not be safely repaired
sleeves), that could become a safety issue.”
keep
moisture
out
of
the
fiberglass
and replacement was not economical. The whole lift had to be replaced
Nichols advises to keep the boom clean
and metal. If moisture gets in
with a new/used unit. Couretsy RBG.
but to avoid pressure washing with the
(between fiberglass fibers exposed
pressure hose too close to the machine.
because of paint loss or even minor damage
plus truck equipment. According to Dave
That can quickly take off the gelcoat or
like scuffing or a chain saw snag), “up here
Nichols, plant manager at C.U.E.S., “We
paint and power through a protective seal.
in the north, especially, water will freeze
are constantly advising against lifting
“So, make sure the gelcoat or paint is
and will tend to separate fibers further,
something using an aerial lift, which is
uniform,” he says. “If the boom is cut,
using an aerial lift as crane.”
chipped or receives many small saw
The reason is that not only can the lift
cuts, get them repaired.” He is of the
become unstable, especially hoisting
opinion that a user can do the paint job,
weight in excess of a unit’s stated capacity
but would advise that users not make
(which is easy to do, especially with a
more extensive repairs to the steel or
worker’s weight most likely already in the
fiberglass boom themselves.
After becoming familiar with the
manufacturer’s operating and mainteAt left: This skyworker had a lower boom failure. The unit
nance instructions, the best thing a user
had not been inspected in the past several years.
Couretsy RBG.
Damaged gel coat on upper boom. Courtesy CUES Inc.
can do is “daily inspections, like an airhe heart of the aerial lift is the
boom, of course, and though lifts
may vary in many areas, whether
truck-mounted or mini lift, booms have
many things in common. Among those
commonalities are that they do a lot of hard
work, but they are not impervious to neglect or abuse, whether fiberglass or a mix
of fiberglass and steel or aluminum.
Most failures can be attributed to misuse, maintenance and care issues, even
when a small mishap occurs. Did you
know, for example, that worn coatings or
the use of the wrong paint can make a
boom dielectrically unsafe? Or that debris,
pitch and moisture will do the same thing,
sometimes permanently?
C.U.E.S., Inc., a TCIA associate member with facilities in Amherst, New
Hampshire, and North Franklin,
Connecticut, sells and services articulated
and telescoping aerial lifts, all in the 70foot sweet spot for tree care professionals,

T
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Cracked bucket corner. Courtesy CUES Inc.

line pre-flight,” Nichols says. “Walk
around the unit, inspect critical fasteners.
When we inspect, we apply a color epoxy
to each fastener which immediately shows
if the fastener has moved or loosened over
time and thus reveals the potential need for
repair or replacement. Next, inspect the
gelcoat for damage. Check to see if the
base of the unit has shifted. Check also for
cracks in the bucket and ensure that the
lanyard attachment point is in place and
that all operating controls are functioning.”

Continuing, Nichols says, “One of the
first things to do when an operator jumps on
board is to check the emergency power unit.
It is what will get you safely back to ground.
This is an electric hydraulic pump that can
be used if the lift loses hydraulic failure,
such as in a diesel engine or pump failure.”
He and others we spoke with say it is not
uncommon for a worker to be stranded in
the trees and later find out that users rarely,
if ever, tested the emergency system. “So
many do not test the emergency power unit
to see if it is functioning, and when they
need it and go to use it, sometimes it is not
there. It’s so simple. Flip a switch or hit a
plunger in the tree truck.” Most failures are
caused from disuse, such as a solenoid rustout or seized pump. “The emergency
system usually does not need maintenance,
though, if it is being used, but most of these
repairs can be done in the field,” he adds.
“The most common failures among aerial lift booms are due to lack of
maintenance,” he says, “most of which can
be avoided with weekly inspections and
regular, weekly to monthly, greasing of the

Bucket mounting rib cracks. Courtesy CUES Inc.

unit.”
“One other thing very common is
regarding damage to fiberglass and gelcoat
from chain saws,” Nichols continues. “A
lot of times operators do not let the chain
come to a stop before lowering it.
Typically the chain will hit the rim of the
bucket or bucket liner, and occasionally the
boom, biting into the fiberglass.”
“Even a little nick can have long-term
effects,” he explains. UV light from the
sun can weaken fiberglass that’s been
exposed. So it’s not only water and tem-

Circle 17 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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perature that can be a problem.
What else can a little nick or series of
nicks do over time? “Traveling can hurt the
boom,” Nichols says. “The slightly damaged boom can absolutely weaken over
time when driving and the boom is bouncing unsecured. When a truck comes in for

its regular inspection or any work, we will
check on that, right down to the most
minor of nicks as a potential repair. Yes, we
see that happen.”
Nichols explains that regular aerial lift
inspections are required by OSHA and
ANSI, at least annually, depending on how

Safety Checklist, and DOS and DON’Ts
Rotation bearing damage. Courtesy CUES Inc.

G

especially minor ones, can be repaired, some by
the owner, but not all.

DO NOT:
exceed weight limits or use an aerial lift boom
as a crane to lift or lower personnel and the tools
they use. Too much weight can cause stress
fractures and premature boom wear.
u ride or drive with the boom unsecured.
Constant jolting also can cause stress fractures.
u override hydraulic or other lift mechanisms.
u travel with the boom/platform extended
(check manufacturers’ instructions).
u use your lift if it has cuts (for example from a
chain saw). Consult your manufacturer. Many,

DO:
vkeep your boom clean. Dirt and debris can
affect the dielectric properties even of a fiberglass boom.
u use caution with the cleaners you use. Some
are too harsh and can attack the boom dielectric
coating, the fiberglass itself and other components; follow manufacturers’ guidelines for
cleaning.
u use caution with water. High-pressure cleaning may not be the wisest choice, since it forces
water into many components and causes longer
drying times. A unit that is not completely dry is
not dielectrically safe; water conducts electricity. Also, dielectrically testing a boom while still
wet can affect the long-term insulating properties of the lift.
u periodically check for cracks and checks along
the glass fiber boom and also for signs of metal
fatigue at welds and joints. Minor fiberglass
blemishes can usually be refinished on the exterior, but care needs to be taken not to get paint
on the inside of the boom, which can affect its
travel and also trap moisture, leading to dielectric failure.
u check for scratches and paint/coating voids.
Seal from UV light, as from the sun, which weakens fiberglass. Follow manufacturers’
instructions, which are very specific with respect
to refinishing an insulated boom. Resist the urge
to paint the boom yourself. If you do, use dielectrically approved, non-conductive paint and do
not paint hoses or connections, as doing so can
make it impossible for an accurate inspection.
u store your unit correctly to avoid unnecessary
exposure to sun and moisture.
u dielectrically test periodically. Return-current
readings (about 1,000 micro amps, they can
vary; check your manufacturer) mean the unit is
not safe and may be subject to burning via electric power. The cause may be as simple as debris
or water. Remove, let dry and test again. Follow
your manufacturer’s instructions closely. Get
certified training. OSHA and ANSI-approved
courses are available online. Use dielectrically
approved, non-conductive coatings.

overnment agencies and lift manufacturers
do agree on some things. Safety is one.
Most of the safety procedures they promote are
common sense. Some are not. Some are steps
you need to take daily. Some you take periodically.
The following is a basic list and by no
means a complete one. It is collected from
interviews, manufacturers’ documentation and
government regulations.
Editor’s note: No such list can take the place
of thorough training and a mindset that starts
and ends with safety. (OSHA publishes a thorough, easy to follow safety fact sheet at
www.osha.gov/Publications/aerial-lifts-factsheet.pdf. If this list does nothing more than
keep safety top-of-mind for owners and users,
it will have served its purpose.
Prior to starting work, do a walk-around, just
like an airplane pilot, checking to see the lift
and all its components are in safe operating
condition with no broken, cracked or missing
parts, nor any fluid leaks.
Periodically check especially condition of the
boom, regardless of its composition, especially
for its dielectric protection (electrical insulation)
and regularly for brakes, battery charge level
and both operating and emergency controls.
Ensure personnel protective systems are in
place, serviceable, connected to the
boom/bucket and used by trained personnel.
Ask your manufacturer about training certifications available in class or online.
Ensure that repairs, especially to booms, are
done by experts trained in the technology and
materials that comprise the boom.

u

Circle 4 on RS Card or visit
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much use the lift
gets. He says that
it is a regulation
with no punishment… unless
something happens. “We tell
customers
the
inspection is an
un-enforced
requirement until
there is a situation. Then, there
is the issue of liability,” he notes.
Paul Hodgdon
is service manager,
at
TCIA
A worn link pin. Couretsy RBG,
associate
member
Inc.
RBG, Inc. in
Raymond, New Hampshire. The company
provides sales and service for aerial lifts,
mini-lifts and cranes throughout New
England and New York as well as custom
design, refurbishing lifts and mounting
them on new chassis. The company also

provides round-the-clock road
service seven days a week. He is
in complete agreement with
Nichols.
“The best thing for an operator to do is to get familiar with
the operator’s manual, then to
see that controls function properly, check for leaks and inspect
critical welds,” says Hodgdon.
Continuing, Hodgdon notes
that, “One of biggest (things)
for dielectric integrity is to keep
fiberglass components free of
major contamination such as
grease, grime and debris. Plus a
clean lift is easier to inspect versus one that has sawdust at the
pivot points and around critical
fasteners and mounting hardware, such as the rotation
bearing bolts.”
Start by referring to the operator’s manual where you will
find daily, monthly, and annual
checklists. The major one is the

An OSHA quick-check!
SHA publishes online this “Quick Card,” a fast review of
aerial lift basics…
u Make sure that workers who operate aerial lifts are properly trained in the safe use of the equipment.
u Maintain and operate elevating work platforms according to
the manufacturer’s instructions.
u Never override hydraulic, mechanical, or electrical safety
devices.
u Never move the equipment with workers in an elevated platform unless this is permitted by the manufacturer.
u Do not allow workers to position themselves between overhead hazards, such as joists and beams, and the rails of the
basket. Movement of the lift could crush the worker(s).
u Maintain a minimum clearance of at least 10 feet, or 3
meters, away from the nearest energized overhead lines.
u Always treat power lines, wires and other conductors as energized, even if they are down or appear to be insulated.
u Use a body harness or restraining belt with a lanyard
attached to the boom or basket to prevent the worker(s) from
being ejected or pulled from the basket.
u Set the brakes and use wheel chocks when on an incline.
u Use outriggers, if provided.
u Do not exceed the load limits of the equipment. Allow for the
combined weight of the worker, tools and materials.
For more information, visit osha.gov/Publications/
aerial_lifts_safety.html

O
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A broken leveling cable, a result of not inspecting on a regular basis. Couretsy RBG, Inc.

OSHA/ANSI inspection by a trained
inspector on one- to 12-month intervals,
depending on use.” He adds, “Smaller
operators can get away with annual inspections, larger ones tend to need them at two
to six months because they not only use the
equipment more often, the equipment also
sees multiple operators. Someone could
overlook something.”
“We do dielectric testing as close to realworld conditions as possible. If a lift has
typical grease and grime from everyday use,
that’s the best way to test it. In this condition, even if the boom tests at the maximum
permissible electric leakage, it is considered
dielectrically safe,” Hodgdon says.
If a lift has sustained an electrical event,
“We will try to find where it (the surge)
went through the lift, looking for entry and

Circle 12 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications
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exit points and inspect all areas, especially
anything with a bushing or lower boom
insert, visually checking for carbon scoring
or tracking. Dielectric testing has to be done

Catastrophic damage from impact. Courtesy CUES Inc.

by a trained person using special AC test
equipment.” Hodgdon explains that a lot of
space is required for safety, since the test
can be up to 100,000 volts running through
the boom. “So you do not want anyone
nearby… you need wide open spaces with
no obstacles to perform this test safely.”
He says it is very common to see gelcoat
damage. “So, in addition to dielectric testing we look at structural damage that can
expose fiberglass to snow, ice and water
among and in the fibers. If not fixed, fiberglass can be further damaged internally.”
“I have never seen a chain saw do significant damage to a lower boom. Most will be
to the upper boom and basket, the business
end of things. More likely it will be to the
rim of a bucket or liner, which will damage
the structural integrity and dielectric protection of the bucket,” he adds.
Another thing he looks for is at the lower
boom metal section. Hodgdon says, “If
you have a loose insert (an internal or
external sleeve on which the upper boom
slides), this can lead to structural failure

Circle 40 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Cracked bucket bottom. Courtesy CUES Inc.

and also lead to water between the insert
and boom, which causes rust to build up.”
It is always important to check the seal
on the lower boom insert. Sometimes, in
the event of a failed seal, an operator can,
“on a nice, dry and warm day, get the old
seal off and apply new sealant.” Anything
more extensive than that, he says, requires
professional attention.
“Virtually every service manual will
have a diagram to assist the user in assessing damage, including the location along
the boom and extent of damage. This will
tell you if you can fix it or the unit has to
go back to the manufacturer,” he explains.
“We had a customer three to four years
ago who had an older unit. It was actually
out of production. He did not use it often,
and it was mainly kept in a garage. This
gave him a false sense of security since the
machine was not used much and appeared
to be in good condition. One day the aluminum boom failed and came down.
Fortunately there were no major injuries. It
turns out the boom had developed a crack
in the section just past the insert, toward the
knuckle. The operator had the boom at just
the right angle, and that finished it off.”
Hodgdon says the crew had to call for
assistance in lowering the boom, and the
whole unit was removed in sections to get
the truck out.
“Even if we had caught the crack earlier,
we may not have recommended repair due
to age. The point is, this can happen at any
time. Daily operator checks and yearly
inspection would have caught this. The
operator was VERY lucky,” he insists.
The moral of the story is that the boom,
if cared for, will get you in and out of work
and keep you out of trouble, and it takes
only about a minute a day to help ensure
safe operation.
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Cutting Edge - News

Send Your Cutting Edge News to editor@tcia.org

S&S Tree joins Davey

part of a larger growth and expansion strategy. The addition of S&S means that
Davey will now have three offices in the
greater St. Paul/Minneapolis region.
Based in St. Paul, Minn., S&S provides
tree, landscape and lawn services and will
continue to operate under its existing name
as a division of The Davey Company.
Steve Sylvester, S&S owner and CEO and
a former TCIA Board member, will help
during the transition as a consultant. His
sons will stay on, Louie Sylvester as district manager of the office, and Tony
Sylvester as assistant district manager.
The company was established in 1976,
when Steve Sylvester started it as a general landscaping business. Over the next 30
years, S&S expanded service lines, adding
plant health care, turf care, mulch and
property maintenance. Today, the company
includes more than 75 employees.
“S&S is a welcome addition to Davey
Tree. This will strengthen Davey’s presence in the Midwest and will bring
additional regional business expertise, talented arborists and employee owners to
our organization,” says Pat Covey,
Davey’s chief operating officer.
“We were attracted to Davey because,
much like S&S, it was built on customer
service and high-quality work, completed by
hard-working and dedicated employees,”
said Sylvester. “Our success has been based
on core values that are central to achieving
our mission: hard work, passion, commitment, safety and professionalism. We
believe Davey Tree shares these values.”

The Davey Tree Expert Company has
acquired accredited, 26-year TCIA member S&S Tree and Landscaping Specialists,
the largest family-owned tree company in
Minnesota. The acquisition of S&S is
Davey’s 15th in the past five years and is

Bandit’s three new dealers
makes 24 dealers in 24 months
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Bandit Industries continues to experience rapid growth, adding three new dealer
locations to the North American market in
the first quarter of 2013. In the past 24
months, the company has nearly doubled
sales volume while adding 180 employees
and 24 new dealers in the U.S. and Canada.
“Having qualified dealers committed to
our products – and to providing our customers with the best possible parts and
service support – was a key to our record
sales year in 2012,” says Jerry Morey,
Bandit president. “Our dealers are continuTREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

ing to contribute greatly to our growth as
we move through the first quarter of 2013.
We have invested considerable resources
over the past two years to both improve
and expand our dealer network, and our
customers have really noticed. Bandit has
never been so well represented, not just in
the United States and Canada, but around
the world. I can’t think of a better way to
start our 30th year in business.”
Bandit’s newest dealers are Bobcat of
Palm Beach/Broward, which operates two
locations in Southern Florida – West Palm
Beach and Pompano Beach; Bobcat of
Jacksonville, which serves Northern
Florida; and, Hepburn Enterprises in
Winnipeg, serving Manitoba and Central
Canada. All will carry Bandit’s hand-fed
wood chippers and stump grinders in addition to parts and offering service support.
The locations will also carry Zenith chipper
knives and Revolution stump grinder cutting systems for most major chipper/stump
grinder makes and models.
These additions take Bandit to over 100
dealer locations in North America, and
over 160 locations worldwide.
“We are very grateful for the hard work
our dealers do in representing Bandit and
serving our customers,” said Morey. “It’s
not enough to just have a good product. We
have built a reputation over the last 30
years for taking care of our customers, and
that would be impossible to do without a
strong dealer network.”

Knapheide donates truck to
First Response Team of America
Knapheide Manufacturing Company has
partnered with the First Response Team of
America to provide truck equipment for
use on disaster sites. Knapheide will be
donating a custom Service Body designed
to fulfill disaster relief needs of the First
Response Team of America.
The First Response Team is a non-profit
organization supplying aid to communities
in the first few hours and days following a
natural disaster. The organization travels
across the country with a convoy of disaster response and recovery trucks and
equipment from one natural or man-made
disaster area to the next.
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Kong Back-Up fall arrestor
Kong’s new Back-Up fall arrestor uses opposing cams to “grip” the rope and arrest falls.
It is certified for use on kernmantle ropes with diameters between
10mm and 12mm. The Back-Up has a selector switch to allow the
user to change between “Free” mode and “Park” mode. In Free
mode the Back-Up functions as a fall arrestor. In Park mode it
grips the rope more tightly and can be a work-positioning
device. It is supplied with the Kong Ovalone steel carabiner,
which is ANSI Z359.12 and NFPA1983 compliant. When
tested on wet and frozen rope, the Kong Back-Up showed
no loss of effectiveness. The Kong Back-Up is certified to
CE EN 353-2, EN 358, EN 567, EN 12841 A/B. An ANSI
Z359 compliant version is also available.

Xtreme Arborist X-Rigging
Ring Slings
Xtreme Arborist Supply Inc.’s new XRigging Ring Slings feature an all new
low friction ring. The sling is spliced
around a groove in the ring; the sling and

Circle 90 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Eartec Comstar wireless headsets
Eartec’s new Comstar wireless headset is a multi-station
system that allows up to eight people to communicate in
full duplex, which means users can
talk simultaneously, just like on a
regular telephone. Comstar
headsets are available in two
formats: the self-contained
series feature miniaturized
transceivers built into
heavy-duty, full padded ear cups. The belt-pack series allow
users to select lightweight or mid-weight headsets for discreet
operation. The hands free, instantaneous voice communication
provided allows crews to bring a tree to the ground more efficiently and safely by better
coordinating and controlling the various aspects of the work zone.
Circle 91 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Corona’s all-steel professional shovels
Corona’s new, all-steel professional shovels are constructed with an
aerospace-grade steel shaft and heavy duty, 12-gauge steel blade.
They are designed to provide maximum prying and digging
power, while eliminating broken handles typically found at
the job site. The line offers 14 models with long handle
or D-grip options, in diamond, straight, and caprock
blades, with a 1-inch or 4-inch blade lift.
Reinforced end caps on long-handled versions offer
tamping capability. In addition, it offers a trencher
used to install landscape lighting wire, edging and
more. A free rubber foot pad comes standard on most
models to help protect the foot from undue stress and fatigue, while also
protecting boot soles. It is attached to the left or right side of the blade depending on the user’s preference. Weighing in at 6-8 pounds each, these are “simply the toughest,
earth-moving shovels on earth,” according to Corona.
Circle 92 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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ring make a very strong combination. The
rings, which are extremely smooth and
have a wide radius, are made of aluminum
but have a black hardcoat anodize.
Hardcoat is a highly abrasion-resistant,
non-conductive aluminum oxide coating
that makes an aluminum surface harder
than tool steel. Users are amazed by the
low friction, low temperatures and
strength of the rings. Single ring slings are
used as rigging redirects or used to make
an arborist block retrievable. Multiple ring
slings can be used as the terminal rigging
point, for reasonable loads and lowering
speed. The XRR slings are a cheaper and
lighter alternative to a block and sling with
comparable safe working loads. The
patent-pending XRR Sling combinations
were introduced to the arborist industry at
TCI EXPO 2012 by J. David Driver of
TCIA-member Arbor-X Inc. working with
Xtreme Arborist Supply Inc.
Circle 93 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications

For more information on products
featured here, circle the number
on the Reader Service Card, or
visit www.tcia.org/Publications.
Send Cutting Edge Product
information to: editor@tcia.org

Industry Almanac

Events & Seminars

More almanac online! For the most up to date calendar information,
visit www.tcia.org ð events ð industry-calendar
Send almanac listings to editor@tcia.org,
or post them yourself on TCIA’s Industry Calendar – follow the directions above.
May 16-17, 2013*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Lansing, MI
In conjunction w/ five-state tree climbing competition
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org

November 14-16, 2013*
2013 TCI EXPO Conference & Trade Show
Pre-conference workshops Nov. 13
Charlotte, NC
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; sboutin@tcia.org
* Indicates that TCIA staff will be in attendance

April 4, 2013*
EHAP Workshop (English)
Kramer Tree Service, W. Chicago, IL
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; kritchotte@tcia.org

May 16-18, 2013
Utah Tree Climbing Championship
Pioneer Park
South Salt Lake City, UT
Contact: Utah ISA www.utahurbanforest.org

April 12-14, 2013
Midwest Urban Tree Care Forum (MUTCF)
Chicago, IL
Contact: www.midwesturbantreecareforum.com

May 17-18, 2013
2013 Northeastern Forest Products Equipment Expo
Bass Park Complex, Bangor, ME
Contact: www.northernlogger.com; 1-800-318-7561

April 17-18, 2013
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
Mauget Office, Arcadia, CA
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org

June 9-11, 2013*
Trees Florida
Ft. Lauderdale, FL
Contact: www.treesflorida.org

May 3-4, 2013
2013 Northeastern Forest Products Equipment Expo
Hamburg, NY
Contact: www.northernlogger.com; 1-800-318-7561

July 21-23, 2013
2013 Legislative Conference and Day on the Hill
Washington, D.C.
Contact: www.tcia.org/events/legislative-conference2013, 1-800-733-2622

April 3, 2013
Invasive Pest Update
Publick House, Sturbridge, MA
Contact: http://extension.umass.edu/floriculture/;
(413) 545-0895

May 4-5, 2013
SRT (Single Rope Technique) Workshop (2-day)
Blithewold Mansion, Gardens & Arboretum
Bristol, RI
Contact: www.necisasrt.eventbrite.com
May 7-10, 2013*
WCISA 79th Annual Conference & Trade Show
Hyatt Regency Indian Wells
Indian Wells, CA
Contact: www.wcisa.net; (866) 785-8960
May 13, 2013
2013 Urban Forest Symposium: Trees & Views
University of Washington Botanic Gardens,
Seattle, WA
Contact: urbhort@uw.edu; (206) 685-8033

July 31-August 1, 2013
PANTS Penn Atlantic Nursery Trade Show
Pennsylvania Convention Center
Philadelphia, PA
Contact: (732) 449-4004; www.pantshow.com
August 3-7, 2013*
ISA Annual International Conference and Trade Show
Totonto, Ontario, Canada
Contact: www.isa-arbor.com
November 12-13, 2013*
Certified Treecare Safety Professional/CTSP Workshop
In conjunction with TCI EXPO
Charlotte, NC
Contact: 1-800-733-2622; peter@tcia.org

Circle 20 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications
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By Todd Kramer, CTSP
nderstanding the forces we put
into our equipment and the tree
itself are very important to maintaining a safe work environment. I have
written articles about this and given presentations and training classes on the same
subject. One thing that was always missing
was data on the actual forces while rigging
a spar.
First, let’s go back to some fundamentals
on rigging trees and tree parts. A hazard
evaluation and risk assessment is a good way to start.
A job brief is the next step.
During the brief the crew
should discuss the hazards
they saw and come up with
a work plan that will mitigate those hazards to an
acceptable level for the
entire crew. A rigging plan
is next. Discuss where,
what, why and who. This
plan needs to be flexible as
things change throughout a
task. Having this brief will
increase communication
levels, which will help the
work go safely and
Figure 1
smoothly.

U
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Rigging Forces
Being able to quickly calculate approximate rigging forces is a great tool or skill
to have. Take a look at Figure 1. You can
see as the rope bends 180 degrees over the
block that the resulting force is 2x, or double, the weight of the load. So the block,
sling and tree are seeing double the load.
As the rope angle decreases the load factor
also decreases as does the resulting direction of pull at the rigging point.
Now take a look at Figure 2. With the
load suspended you can see the rope angle

Greg Good launches the test log, part of an experiment by
he and the author to test the rigging forces on a spar.

and resulting direction of pull on the limb.
The climber has opened the rope angle up
by adding a redirect, reducing the force
and also, just as important, turning the
direction of pull to where it is compressing
the limb instead of bending it. Limbs are
much stronger when compressed rather
than bent. Think of a pencil – it’s easy to
snap one in half but difficult to compress
one until failure.
This information is fairly
easy to digest and put into
practice. We are able to control the loads, and repeat the
process quite successfully,
with limited dynamics.
Forces on a spar
Now that we have the tree
reduced to a spar, we need to
rig it down close to the
ground. This is one of the
most demanding aspects for
the climber, the tree and the
equipment. At this point on
larger trees, the climber may
be quite fatigued. Now the
climber has limited space,
challenging work position-
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ing, heavy saws and heavy loads to deal
with. Having an idea of how much force to
anticipate is very challenging.
Having an approximate weight of the
load is quite easy – all you need is a green
log weight chart. You can find a great one
at www.treebuzz.com under the articles
section.
There are many factors that contribute to
the resulting force including, but not limited to, tree species, tree parts still
remaining, height, type of cut, rope type,
sling type and configuration, friction
device, how much rope is in the system
and, of course, the most challenging factor… “the human factor.” After giving and
sitting in on many rigging presentations, it
seems that dealing with forces on a spar is
usually left with a large question mark or a
generic answer. This got me thinking that
something needed to be done. I had this
idea to butt-hitch a load over and over
again, changing some variables each time.
I went to the owner of my company and he
granted me permission to perform the
study. Basically he funded the project
(thanks Joe).
I found a suitable tree (which was difficult) that had access for an aerial lift and a
crane, as we needed to lift the load back up
so that we did not change the height or
weight of the load. Greg Good got wind of
this idea and wanted to participate in the
project so he came down from Wisconsin
to help. The tree was a 22-inch dbh
Colorado blue spruce. The log was cut at
35 feet, weighed 270 pounds and was 6-

Figure 2

Greg Good, left, pre-tensions the load using a GRCS (Good Rigging Control System).

feet 10-inches long and 11 inches in diameter at the cut. We did five different drops
into a digital dynamometer attached to a
Hobbs block (lowering device).
The first thing to do was to pre-tension
the load using a GRCS (Good Rigging
Control System). Next we needed to just
“snub” it off, meaning we would tighten
the rigging line by hand, then take several
wraps, then drop the load. After that we
tried to let it run and gradually slow the
load down. We then tried to let it run fast
and suddenly stop the load.
We added rope to the system by redirecting the line to another anchor 30 feet
away into a large stainless steel port-awrap. We also pre-tensioned the load with
a GRCS and pulled the slack out as the
load came over.
I used a ½-inch loopie for the sling. The
loopie
has
very
little
stretch and no
knot to tie. If I
used a deadeye sling, that
would
add
another variable; the rope
would stretch
and the knot
would
gain
length, adding
a variable to
our results. So
we did these
five different
drops and used
five different
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

The author on a spar.

ropes, varying in size and construction.
The results were very interesting (see the
chart, Figure 3, next page).
As we can see from the results, this was
not a scientific study in a laboratory; just a
few tree guys looking for some answers. It
was interesting to see that pre-tensioning
with the GRCS (any ratcheting bollard
would do) reduced the length of the fall,
reducing the force. Snubbing off the load
resulted in much higher forces. This could
come in handy when you are low on a spar
and have obstacles preventing you from
letting it run. You may also be able to apply
this anywhere in the tree when you have an
obstacle, such as overhead utilities, as long
as your resulting force is in compression as
opposed to bending.
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Figure 3

Letting the load run too fast and then
suddenly stopping it results in a higher
force. Decelerating the load is obviously
best with lots of rope in the system. As
we increased our rope diameter, the
force increased due to less elongation of
the rope. Adding rope by redirecting to
another anchor also reduced the force in
most cases. After studying the chart, it
seems the greatest variable is the human
factor, meaning when the load was to be
decelerated or “let run,” the resulting
forces varied widely, compromising the
results. There are also other variables to
consider. For one, we only had one cut
act on the hinge. The rest of the cuts
were put back on the hinge, but obviously the hinge was not working. Having the
load act on a hinge may slow the load
down, reducing the speed.
Conclusion
One thing we can learn from this is to
use the correct cordage and apply the
proper technique that the situation calls
for. And never forget the “human factor.”
There have been many jobs throughout
my career that I did not complete or even
try on the scheduled date. We had all of
the proper equipment just not the right
people. As we can see, these forces are
seven to 10 times the weight of the load
– we need to be careful.
I and the crew I was with were quite
amazed by the results. The human factor was the biggest variable. This is
something to consider when you’re out
in the field deciding “how big to go.”
Also, never forget the structural stability of the tree; even the most accurate
face and back cut will put a bending
force on the tree with a force much
greater than the load. That can and has
resulted in tree failure. Study this data
with your crew, and be careful.
Todd Kramer, CTSP, is director of field
operations/education for accredited
TCIA-member Kramer Tree Specialists,
Inc. in West Chicago, Illinois. This article
was based on his presentation on the
same subject at TCI EXPO 2012 in
Baltimore. To listen to the audio recording of that presentation, go to the digital
version of this issue of TCI online and
click here.
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Washington in Review

he occupational safety and health
community uses various names to
describe systematic approaches for
reducing injuries and illnesses in the workplace. Consensus and international
standards use the term Occupational
Health and Safety Management Systems;
and others use Safety and Health Programs
to describe these types of systems.
Regardless of the title, they all systematically address workplace safety and health
hazards on an ongoing basis to reduce the
extent and severity of work-related injuries
and illnesses.
OSHA has chosen the term “Injury and
Illness Prevention Program,” or IIPP, to
describe the aforementioned, and promulgating a rule that prescribes such a
program in American workplaces has
become one of their chief pursuits. The
federal agency already requires companies in its voluntary VPP and SHARP
programs to implement an IIPP. OSHA
placed IIPP in the “pre-rule stage” in its
fall 2011 unified agenda. That likely
means that a rule from federal OSHA is
years away.
But you may already be subject to a rule,
as 32 states already require or encourage
employers to implement some variant of
an IIPP, with requirements potentially relevant to a tree care business. The key
elements common to all of these programs
are management leadership, worker participation, hazard identification and
assessment, hazard prevention and control,
education and training, and program evaluation and improvement.
Most successful IIPPs include commonsense elements that focus on finding all
hazards in the workplace and developing a
plan for preventing and controlling those
hazards. Management leadership and
active worker participation are essential to

T

ensuring that all hazards are identified and
addressed. Finally, workers need to be
trained about how the program works and
the program needs to be periodically evaluated to determine whether improvements
need to be made.
These basic elements – management
leadership, worker participation, hazard
identification and assessment, hazard prevention and control, education and
training, and program evaluation and
improvement – are essential to ensuring
the success of the overall program, and the
elements are interrelated and interdependent.
When it comes to injury and illness prevention programs, every business is
different, and one size certainly does not fit
all. Employers who implement IIPPs adapt
these elements to meet the size and scope
of their organizations.

There are a number of readily available
resources to help the small business owner
get started on his/her company’s IIPP. Here
are just a few:
• OSHA’s Compliance Assistance has a
“quick start” page for small business,
http://www.osha.gov/dcsp/compliance_ass
istance/quickstarts/general_industry/index
_gi.html
• Cal/OSHA has an IIPP etool,
http://www.dir.ca.gov/dosh/etools/09031/index.htm
• Tree Care Industry Association has a
low-cost Illness & Injury Prevention
Program more tailored to the needs of the
typical tree care business. For more info., go
to tcia.org/safety/educational-programs.
Peter Gerstenberger is senior advisor
for safety, compliance & standards for the
Tree Care Industry Association.

Circle 5 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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TCIA 75th Anniversary

The state of tree care
leading up to 1938
By Donald F. Blair, CTSP
xplorers to the New World discovered a land with forest wealth
nearly beyond description. It was
said that a squirrel could walk from
Plymouth Rock, Mass., to the Mississippi
River without ever having to leave the forest canopy. The forested land provided
abundant resources and material for shelter, food and clothing, but first, the land
had to be cleared.
Trees were an obstacle and a resource.
When the United States was still a colony,
the Crown had claimed vast tracts of oak
and pine forest for the British Naval shipyards. In the Age of Sail abundant forest
resources were a strategic reserve, as
important as oil and hydroelectric are now.
One hundred and fifty years ago, during
the American Civil War (1861-1865), one
railroad alone, the Pennsylvania Central,
burned 3.2 million cubic feet (25,000
cords) of firewood a day solely on military
priority transportation.
From the white pines in Maine to the
giant redwoods in California, logging was
a vital 19th Century industry, but it wasn’t
arboriculture. As America began to heal
the wounds of the Civil War, it also began
to enjoy the prosperity that its emerging
industrial power was beginning to create.
As the frontier was pushed steadily westward, settlements in the east had given way
to thriving cities. Railroads stitched the
nation together, bringing long-range transportation of goods and mobility to the
masses, and never-before-imagined wealth
to many individuals. As these people settled into the comfort of vast estates, they
demanded the best that money could buy
in art and architecture, land and landscaping. Cities and towns set land aside for
parks. The American people began to see
trees as individual specimens for beauty,
shade, and privacy. Poets immortalized

E
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An early 1900s spraying rig. Photo courtesy of Don Blair.

such trees as the spreading chestnut that
shaded the village blacksmith.
In 1839, history was made when Samuel
F. B. Morse constructed the first practical
telegraph line. The first overhead conductor, it stretched from Baltimore, Maryland,
to Washington, D.C. As history in communications was being made, the need for a
whole new industry devoted to the maintenance of trees in utility corridors was being
created. Alexander Graham Bell perfected
the telephone in 1876 and Thomas A.
Edison’s light bulb spawned the electrification of America in 1882. By 1948, it was
estimated that some 6 million miles of
overhead conductors affected, to some
degree, 400 million trees.
By the end of the 19th Century, America
had tamed enough wilderness, built
enough city and made enough money to be
ready to assume a stewardship role in caring for urban trees. Thus began the growth
of the industry, profession, art and science
that we recognize as arboriculture.
Arboriculture is born
A. Des Cars published his landmark
book, A Treatise on Pruning Forest and
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

Ornamental Trees, in France in 1861, with
an American translation edition published
in 1881. Of particular interest to the modern arborist, were his warnings against
hiring workmen who wore spurs because
they knew nothing of pruning, merely producing the most amount of brush in the
shortest amount of time. He also had illustrations showing some of the dangers of
doing tree work from a ladder.
By 1907, both the Bartlett and Davey
Tree Expert companies were well established. Both companies as well as others
recognized that training, research, new
product and technique development was
critical to a successful business plan. Very
early on, both firms as well as others,
established research centers, laboratories,
training schools and shops to build specialized equipment.
In 1907 John Davey published The Tree
Doctor in which he expressed the same
sentiments toward topping that we share
today. Quoted from the book:
“Nature does not form those beautiful
and health-giving tops of shade trees to be
cut to pieces to furnish ‘beer money’ for a
bunch of ‘TREE FOOLS.’

“Few if any great misfortunes have
befallen America in the last quarter of a
century, than the coming of what are
known as professional ‘Tree Men’ in every
city and in many towns. Sometimes his
knowledge of tree life is displayed by a
few dozen Latin names of trees that he has
found in some nursery catalog, or it may be
in his ability to swing an exe, run a saw,
bore holes in trees and fill them with
cement and sulfur (this is one of their
‘secrets’) and make believe that the sap
will take up this ‘preparation’ and carry it
all over the tree and kill every scale and
bug; plastering also the trunks with other
‘preparations’ and often killing the trees
thereby.
“But in all their ignorant and nefarious
frauds, nothing equals their (what ought to
be) ‘criminal’ work of cutting away the
tops of trees. Tens of thousands of what
might have been good trees have been
ruined in Philadelphia by these tree vandals, resulting in a lessening of real-estate
values to the extent of millions of dollars.
“It is easy to victimize the people
because there are so many other blunders
that have preceded the ‘Tree Man’ or have
been committed by him.”
In 1911, Seymour P. McClenahan established his firm in Palo Alto, Calif., and it is
now in its fourth generation of family management and ownership. At the same time
in Minnesota, Millard F. Blair (the author’s
father) put in his first tree cavity filling and
embarked upon a career that would span
73 years.
In 1912, Barney Bartlett (no relation to
the tree care family) founded Bartlett
Manufacturing as one of the earliest
arborist suppliers. Today, 101 years later,
they are still serving their fourth generation
of arborists. The 1913 Yearbook of
Agriculture included a chapter entitled,
“Practical Tree Surgery,” which showed
some of the practices common to the era. A
major urban tree pest in those days was one
you wouldn’t think of now; horses chewing off the bark of street trees they were
tethered to. A bored or hungry horse could
do a lot of damage, which is one of the reasons wrought iron tree guards were
invented.
In 1917, Lem Stout, one of the early iron
men of Bartlett Tree Experts, was among
the first in recorded arboricultural history

Early 1900s tree care work crew. Photo courtesy of Davey Tree Experts.

to tie-in to a tree with manila rope for safety. Millard F. Blair graduated from the
University of Minnesota, St. Paul Campus
School of Agriculture with what may have
been the first course of study designed
specifically for the pursuit of arboriculture.
In addition to taking established courses in
botany, entomology and plant pathology,
he pruned and cabled large trees on campus and took blacksmithing so he could
make tools and hardware that was unavailable any other way at the time.

Logging late 1800s. Photo courtesy of Don Blair.
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The second wave
Following the end of World War I, a lot
of young men who set down their tools to
go to war returned from France and went
back to the trees. Robert Fanno’s grandfather, Carl, wanted to see that those young
men had the best possible tools, so he
established the Fanno Saw Works in 1921
in Chico, California, where it is still in
business today.
As the 1920s began to roar, and the
United States began to experience a boom
of prosperity. Arborists began to organize
associations to help educate the public
about the need for scientific tree care, and
to share among themselves their discoveries and innovations. Hosted at F. A.
Bartlett’s office in Stamford, Conn., the
National Shade Tree Conference (NSTC)
was established in 1924.
In 1926, George Van Yahres, the prominent Long Island, N.Y., arborist,
established a school for arborists and
experimented with sections of rubber as a
replacement for concrete in cavity fillings.
Now in its third generation, the Van Yahres
Tree Company is still in business in
Charlottesville, Va.
Through the 1920s, tree companies
expanded and improvements in pruning
tools, trucks, spray equipment and cabling
gear tried to keep pace with advancements
in tree care practices. Spraying became an
27

How a 1930s work crew managed to get to a job.

important service in those days and the
chemicals seem today to have been even
more primitive than the wooden tanks and
Myers, Hardy and John Bean pumps that
pushed arsenate of lead, nicotine sulfate
and Bordeaux mix through heavy rubber
hose and brass spray guns. (Before Volck
Supreme spray oil was invented, arborists
would use ammonia to break motor oil
down into an emulsifiable oil spray for use
on certain aphids, mites and scale.)
In 1928, Asplundh Tree Expert
Company was founded as the first tree
service to provide services exclusively to
utilities. The business model proved successful as they are now the largest tree

service in the world. By 1929, Asplundh
crews equipped with second-hand stakebody trucks, axes, cross-cut saws, ropes
and ladders found themselves hard at work
on the properties of Philadelphia Electric
Co. (now PECO Energy), Public Service
Electric & Gas Co., Jersey Central Power
& Light Co. (now GPU Energy of New
Jersey), Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
and American Telephone & Telegraph.
To stay ahead of the competition,
Asplundh took a lesson from Bartlett and
Davey and initiated training schools to
develop a corps of tree trimmers educated
in line clearance methods and proper pruning techniques. Training schools would

Seymour P. McClenahan established S.P. McClenahan in 1911. Photo courtesy of Joshua McClenahan.
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prove to be critical to the company’s survival during the ensuing Great Depression,
when many tree companies folded and
Asplundh absorbed inexperienced or poorly trained tree workers.
The Roaring ’20s went out with a whimper, with the Wall Street Crash of 1929,
and arborists had to really work at living a
good life in hard times as the Great
Depression began. During those lean
years, the industry kept growing (if at a
slower rate). Bartlett men would take a
street car to their job sites. Lem Stout
recalled holding his long pole pruner
against the side of the streetcar by gripping
it through an open window. Millard Blair
would bring a crew to a large estate and
live on the property in a barn or shed until
the work was completed. Clean-up wasn’t
a problem, because brush was almost universally burned whenever possible.
Out of sheer economic necessity, when
Davey Tree Experts had no choice but to
close many of their field offices, Lew
Dinsmore found himself stranded in St.
Louis. Too poor to move, he started his
own tree service and had to pick strawberries to earn enough money to buy a few
gallons of gasoline so he could work
neighborhoods, soliciting work. Doing
what he had to do helped him hang on until
better times, and Dinsmore Tree Service
eventually grew into one of the most
respected firms in his area.
In 1912, Barney Bartlett attended his first
NSTC meeting as an exhibitor of arborist
supplies. His tree paint was judged to be the
best in the business. Forty-five years later,
when I founded The Sierra Moreno
Mercantile Company, I had customers who
asked for 5-gallon buckets of Bartlett Tree
Paint by name. Back in the day, when I
bought my J-hooks from Bartlett, they came
shipped in wooden nail kegs!
In 1932 almost 25 years after Lem Stout
quit falling out of trees, Karl
Kuemmerling, the arborist, cut the Spanish
bowline loose from the end of the manila
climbing line, added some leather padding
and manufactured the earliest-known,
commercially successful tree saddle. Karl
Kuemmerling later would become one the
earliest members of the NAA and was
extremely devoted to safety in tree care.
The year 1934 was a big one for arboriculture. Ed Scanlon founded the Western

Shade Tree Conference (WSTC), which
Angeles, had a research
eventually evolved into the Western
department and laboraChapter ISA – the largest and one of the
tory
and
stressed
oldest established chapters. Having supconsultation services.
ported Ed Scanlon by agreeing to serve as
Their smallest billable
the WSTC’s first vice-president, M. F.
job that year was $1.75
Blair also founded the Bay County Tree
with their largest being
Surgeons and Pest Control Operators
$16,000. Ed Scanlon
Association to address local challenges in
was publishing Trees
the San Francisco Bay Area. The name was
Magazine, which he
quickly changed to the more manageable
published for 37 years
California Arborists Association and
(and which proved to be
almost 80 years later is still fulfilling the
an invaluable resource
mission of educating the public and the
for researching this artiprofession. S. P. McClenahan, Frank
cle). Millard F. Blair’s
Nolan, Leslie S. Mayne and several others
Practical Tree Surgery,
were charter members.
the only arboricultural
One thing that is important to remember
reference focused on
about the United States at that time was
West Coast tree species, Logging crew blasting a log jam, circa 1930s. Photo courtesy of Don Blair.
that communications were through the
insects and disease, was
gains of the previous few years and
mail and long-distance travel was by train.
published. It was adopted for use as a text
returned unemployment to 19 percent. The
There was no interstate highway system:
by the University of California. Printed
Federal government established a minijust a few beginnings such as the Lincoln
only once, the copper plates were later
mum wage of 25 cents per hour for a
Highway and Route 66. Travel was timeconfiscated by the government and
44-hour work week.
consuming and expensive, so arborists met
scrapped to support the war effort.
On September 21, a giant hurricane
on a more local and regional basis. The
slammed into the East Coast with little or
early annual NSTC meetings were prima1938
no warning from the Weather Service.
rily in the East where the greatest
Let’s take a look at what was going on
Forty-foot waves hit Long Island and
concentration of arborists could travel by
75 years ago, in 1938, the year the National
63,000 people were left homeless along
train or automobile.
Arborist Association, what would one day
with 700 dead. Thirty, 40 and 50 years
On a winning streak, 1935 also saw
become the Tree Care Industry
later, veteran arborists still talked about the
great strides forward for arboriculture. Ed
Association, or TCIA, was founded.
devastation and the clean-up, which lasted
Scanlon began publication of Trees
A recession hit that erased the modest
for months with axes and handsaws.
Magazine, which kept the industry
Remember, there were no chippers,
informed for more than 40 years.
chain saws or aerial lifts. The good thing
Millard F. Blair authored the poetic
was that with 19 percent unemployment,
“Arborist Creed and Principals of
labor was readily available and hundreds
Practice,” which was adopted and used
of men willing and able to work long,
to this day by the California Arborists
hard hours lined up wherever tree comAssociation.
panies were hiring.
In 1936, A. Robert Thompson, chief
Not to be left out, floods and landslides
forester for the National Park Service,
in Los Angeles killed 200 people as they
published a series of Tree Preservation
devastated roads, bridges and thousands
Bulletins for the Civilian Conservation
of homes, trees and properties.
Corps. Shade tree pruning, cabling, tree
A worker earning $1,730 per year
climbing and several other topics were
would pay $3,900 for a new house or
covered in good and accurate detail with
$27 per month in rent (all statistics cited
the best knowledge of the day. The
were the average for 1938). The new car
“Shade Tree Pruning” bulletin included
that cost $763 guzzled gasoline that cost
the first Green Log Weight Table. Since
10 cents per gallon. Having friends over
then, the Green Log Weight Table has
for a BBQ, hamburger was 13 cents a
been reproduced many times in many
pound, and a loaf of bread cost 9 cents.
places and has become an invaluable aid
Adolf Hitler was Time magazine’s Man
for rigging both with ropes and cranes.
By 1937, the George K. Freeman Nestor Caroselli and R.A. Bartlett doing early research, 1946. Courtesy of the Year (as having the most influence
on world events, not the “best” man of
Company, founded in 1911 in Los of Bartlett Tree Experts.
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Dick Jones of Davey Tree with a 1930s company truck.

S. P. McClenahan working at the Hearst Estate at
Wyntoon, California, circa 1932. Photo courtesy of Joshua
McClenahan.

the year).
Oil was discovered in Saudi Arabia as
the British locomotive “Mallard” set the
world speed record for steam by reaching
126 mph. The ballpoint pen, Teflon, nylon
and freeze dried coffee were all invented,
but it would be some time before they all
became mainstays of daily life. Action
Comics issued the first Superman comic.
Orson Welles radio broadcast of “The War
of the World’s” on Halloween created mass
panic throughout the eastern United States.
Seabiscuit beat War Admiral in the horse
race of the century. Walt Disney was
awarded a full-sized Oscar and seven
miniature Oscars for Snow White and the
Seven Dwarfs.
If one chose to overlook the clouds of
war looming over Europe and the Pacific
(and most did at this time), things were
beginning to look up for the United States.
New Deal projects had paved thousands of
miles of roads, making it easier to get
around by car, and enough people were
gaining prosperity so that the tree compa-

A 1939 ad for Fanno Saw Works, which was established in 1921. This ad appeared in Trees Magazine.
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nies were making it.
By 1938, the National Shade Tree
Conference was in its 14th year. (The
organization changed its name to the
International Shade Tree Conference in
1968, and in 1976 to the International
Society of Arboriculture.) The conference
had regional chapters, published a newsletter and proceedings from their annual
meetings, but their focus on education and
research did not necessarily address the
need for business management skills, safety, legislative and regulatory affairs, and
other issues of concern to residential, commercial and utility arborists. With
optimism for the future of arboriculture, a
small group of dedicated professionals got
together and did what they had to do to
found the National Arborist Association,
which we all now know and love today as
the Tree Care Industry Association.
The NAA as well as America enjoyed
continued economic improvement for a
couple of years, as Hitler invaded Poland
on September 1, 1939, and France in 1940.
Then the Japanese bombed Pearl Harbor
on December 7, 1941, awakening the
sleeping giant and bringing all of
America’s resources in material, manufacturing and manpower to bear in Europe
and the Pacific. Between crippling shortages of labor, gasoline, vehicles and
virtually anything made of steel or rubber,
arborists and the NAA once again had to
hunker down, this time to weather the
storm of World War II, but that is for
another chapter in the story.
Next month, the founding of the National
Arborist Association, World War II and the
post war growth of an industry.
Donald F. Blair, CTSP, is a consulting
arborist with an expertise on rigging and
safety. He is also a certified arborist, vice
chairman of the ANSI Z133-2017
Committee and a recognized authority on
the history of arboriculture. He has written
many feature articles for TCI Magazine
and presented seminars on arborist skills
all over the world. He is the owner of
Sierra Moreno Mercantile Company.
To see more images and recollections of
the early days of arboriculture and the history
of
the
NAA/TCIA,
visit
http://tcia.org/75th.
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Accident Briefs
Taken from published reports, or reported directly to TCIA staff, as indicated.
Trimmer injured when crane tips
A bucket operator suffered a broken leg
February 7, 2013, in Haddonfield, New
Jersey, after he jumped from his bucket onto
the roof of a home when the crane he was
working with tipped over during a pick.
The crane was parked in front of the
home and a bucket truck was parked next
to the home. The 50-foot tree was being
removed because it was too close to the
home and was leaning toward a neighbor’s
home. But the crew apparently misjudged
the weight of the tree section they were
removing, according to emergency responders on the scene, and the crane tipped
over toward the house and ended up resting on the tires on the left side of the truck.
As the crane came down, the worker in
the bucket spotted the crane and jumped
out of the bucket and onto the home’s roof.
The worker was taken to an area hospital
with a broken leg.
The crane operator and owner was stuck
in the cab for an hour as emergency workers cleared live power lines from around
the vehicle. He was not hurt.

Two separate cranes were brought to
right the 60,000-pound tipped crane, all
according to philadelphia.cbslocal.com
and NBC10 Philadelphia reports.

individual was a town employee or a contracted worker, or if he was conscious
when he was removed from the scene,
according to the Belleville Times report.

Man struck by tree limb, hospitalized
A man was hospitalized February 12,
2013, in Columbus, Ohio, after sustaining
serious head and neck injuries after being
hit by a limb while felling a tree at Camp
Marengo/Ohio Retreat Center.
Mike Crothers, 39, of Fulton, was cutting down a tree when the tree fell into a
second tree – which fell into a third tree,
breaking off a large limb that fell and
struck him on the head. Crothers was transported to Grant Medical Center by
MedFlight where he underwent surgery,
according to The Morro County Sentinel.

Worker hurt in tree-cutting accident
A Parsippany, New Jersey, town worker
was injured on the job February 21, 2013,
while cutting down a large ash tree on town
property. The ash apparently split and twisted then fell, trapping the lower part of the
man’s left leg between it and another tree.
Rescue personnel used airbags and cribbing to stabilize and lift the tree to allow the
victim to be extricated. The injured man
was taken to Morristown Medical Center,
but the extent of the victim’s injuries was
not immediately known, according to the
parsippany.patch.com report.

Worker injured in fall in tree
A climber was injured February 15,
2013, in Belleville, New Jersey, when the
limb he was standing on snapped causing
him to fall. The climber was wearing a harness and was lowered to the ground and
taken to the University Hospital in
Newark. The extent of his injuries was
unclear. It was not known if the injured

Man hurt by cut tree
A man suffered a serious head injury
February 23, 2013, when he was struck by
a falling tree as he helped friends clear land
at a house in Garland, Maine.
Bryant Drew, 34, of Garland, was flown
by LifeFlight helicopter to Eastern Maine
Medical Center after the accident. He was
in critical condition on Saturday night at
EMMC and discharged to another facility
the next day.
Drew was apparently cutting down a
tree that had a trunk about half a foot thick
when the falling tree struck another and hit
him on the back of the head. Two friends
he was there helping immediately went to
his aid and called 911. Drew was reported
unconscious at the scene, according to the
Bangor Daily News report.
Trimmer dies in palm fronds
A climber died February 23, 2013, after
becoming trapped by collapsing fronds
while trimming a palm in Huron, California.
Fresno County firefighters responding to a
call about a man stuck in a tree found
Cristobal Cabral, 57, of Coalinga already
dead, pinned by the fronds. The cause of
death had not been determined, according to
The Fresno Bee report.

Accidents in the tree care industry that occurred during the month of February 2013 Graphic compiled
from reports gathered by, or submitted to, TCIA staff.
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Man killed cutting tree limb
A man was killed while clearing trees in
a field in Center Township, in Indiana

County, Pennsylvania, February 24, 2013.
Jason William Drew, 30, of Armstrong
Township, was using a chain saw to cut
down a large branch about 18 feet in the air
when the saw got stuck. He and his uncle
tried to free the chain saw by wrapping a
chain around the limb and pulling on it
with a tractor. The branch suddenly
snapped and fell on top of Drew, who was
pronounced dead at the scene from blunt
force trauma to the head, according to the
KDKA-TV report.
A WTAE-TV report described the saw
as “an extended chain saw” and said the
limb being cut was about 18 feet off the
ground.
Submitted by Doug Bozich, owner of
Doug Bozich Tree Service in Verona, Pa.
Third tree falling down hits, kills boy
A 10-year-old boy died February 27,
2013, after being struck by a falling tree
near his home in southeast Iowa on
February 24, 2013. Garrett Brockway, of
Burlington, Iowa, was with his father,
Bruce Brockway, while his dad was clear-

ing trees near their home. A tree Bruce
Brockway was removing with an excavator knocked over another tree, which
knocked over a third tree that struck
Garrett in the head. He died at University
of Iowa Hospitals and Clinics in Iowa City,
according to a report from KCCI News 8
in Des Moines.
Man killed in struck-by
A man died February 25, 2013, in
Onida, South Dakota, after he was struck
by a tree that was being cut down.
Wayne Rawstern, 78, was helping neighbors as they worked to cut down a large
tree in a vacant lot when the accident
happened. Rawstern was assisting two
others who were trying to fell the tree
when it spun around the wrong way and
Rawstern was crushed under it. He was
pronounced dead at the scene, according
to the dakotaradiogroup.com report.
Tree worker hurt by cut tree
A tree worker suffered life-threatening
injuries February 27, 2013, when a tree

reportedly fell on him in Valdese, in
Burke County, North Carolina.The man
was clearing an area near high-voltage
power lines when a tree fell, striking
him.
More than a dozen rescuers rushed to the
aid the worker, but their response was hindered by a creek and wet conditions. To get
to the scene, the rescuers had to walk nearly a mile away from where they parked on
a set of railroad tracks.
The worker was taken to Grace Hospital
in Morganton. His condition was not
immediately clear, according to Fox 8
WGHP and WSOC reports.
Worker dies in fall from bucket
A worker died February 27, 2013, after
he fell from a bucket while working on a
tree in Houston, Texas. The man was about
40 feet up trimming a tree at a home when
he fell. He died at the hospital, according
to a KHOU-TV Channel 11 report.
Send your local accident reports, and
pictures, to editor@tcia.org.
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Hi-Lights for Arborists
n this feature, a take-off of the
Highlights Magazine children’s puzzles,
our goal is to point out unsafe behaviors
that can, and have, led to injuries or deaths
in the tree care industry.
One month we run the image and challenge readers to identify one or more
hazards depicted. The next month we identify the hazards. The intent is that these
will be used individually and/or by crews,
for tailgate safety sessions or in other training.

I

What unsafe behaviors (and related
ANSI Z133 standards) do you see?
Send feedback to editor@tcia.org.
Caution: This photo is intended to
show one or more ANSI, OSHA violations, or other hazards. Activities
shown are NOT approved practices.
Cuidado: Esta es una foto para
mostrar una o mas ANSI, OSHA u otras
infracciones de seguridad. Las actividades
mostradas no son practicas approvadas.

What unsafe behaviors (and related ANSI Z133 standards)
do you see? Photo courtesy of John Ball, CTSP, South
Dakota State University.

What Kills Tree
Care DIY-ers?
A summary of 2012 fatal accidents to
homeowners performing tree care.
he Tree Care Industry Association
reviewed 47 tree care accidents
involving civilians reported in the media in
2012. Of these, 25 were fatal. The average
age of the “tree care do-it-yourselfer (DIYer)” victim was 58. In the fatal accidents,
the average age was even higher – 61.
The trade/profession of tree trimming and
removal ranks as fourth or fifth most dangerous in the U.S., and that is among people
who supposedly know what they are doing.
That speaks to the technical difficulty and
inherent risk in this type of work.

T
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Investigating the major causes of accidents in the graphic above a little further:
• Two-thirds of the time, the victim was
struck by the tree when it fell in an unexpected direction. Directional tree felling
with a chain saw requires a high level of
competency and plenty of experience.
• Three homeowners were killed due to a
phenomenon known as “barber chair” –
that’s when forces acting on the tree cause
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

it to split and kick back
violently before it can
be completely cut.
• Three DIY-ers were
killed when trees or parts
of trees near the one they
were cutting fell on
them, likely after it was
struck by the cut tree.
• The thought of cutting with a chain saw
from a ladder makes even a professional
cringe. It’s easy to lose one’s balance, and
the cut branch typically falls straight down,
hitting the ladder with great force.
Let your clients know that doing things
oneself can be fun, rewarding and even
economically attractive. But given the
risks, tree trimming and removal should be
removed from the to-do list and left to the
professional.
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Mindinao gum (Eucalyptus deglupta)

Lemon gum (Corymbia citriodora)

Rustyleaf fig (Ficus rubiginosa)

Bark characteristics of trees are as diverse as trees themselves. They are often used in keys to species (Eucalyptus) because bark textures, shapes and colors are highly conserved
genetic characteristics that do not change appreciably when trees are grown in regions other than their native habitat. All photos courtesy of the author.

By Dr. James Downer
n this article, I will discuss one of the
plant tissues unique to trees – in this
case, the tissues outside the vascular
cambium.
Cells formed to the outside of the vascular cambium comprise the phloem. Cells in
the phloem, which continue to divide,
eventually become both the inner and outer
bark. All vascular plants have phloem,
including the monocots that have phloem
arranged in bundles within their stem.
Trees and other woody plants – both flowering and cone-bearing, have a
well-developed vascular cambium that
produces secondary phloem in a continuous cylinder of growth around the outside
of the stem. Thus, bark is another tissue
unique to woody plants.
Unlike wood, bark detaches and falls
from the tree. Depending on species, bark
may gradually erode or is continuously shed
from the exterior of the tree. What distinguishes the bark of trees from the bark-like
layer of palms (pseudo-bark) is that the latter does not form continuously. In palms,
this layer is referred to as a “storied cork”
layer. Storied cork results from multiple
divisions of parenchyma cells, but these
cells do not have meristematic activity. The

I
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Bark is the “skin” of trees
that repels insects, animals, and disease-causing
pathogens.
bark of some tree species continually thickens with age, while others form relatively
thin exfoliating layers that peel away each
year. Bark is a helpful character used in taxonomy of flowering trees because it has
many diverse and unique forms that can be
specific to a given tree species.
Phloem, like xylem, has many and varied
functions. Young secondary phloem transports sugars to the fruit and roots or to
anywhere that rapid cell division is occurring within a tree. Sugar movement within
phloem is based on a “source-sink” model.
According to the model, sugar is loaded into
phloem where it is produced (the source)
and from there it flows to areas in the tree
that are storing it, or using it (the sink). The
mechanisms of phloem-loading and movement in trees are theoretical and an area of
active study by plant physiologists.
Unlike xylem, phloem can move sugars
and other phytochemicals in any direction
within a tree. Movement, though, is predominantly downward to the roots, which
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

are a large sink for sugar at certain times of
the year. Bark also has the very important
function of protecting the vascular cambium from desiccation and mechanical
damage. Bark is the “skin” of trees that
repels insects, animals, and disease-causing pathogens. It is also a living tissue that
functions as a gas exchange organ and a
storage tissue for phytochemicals and
starches. The bark of some trees contains
chlorophyll, making it possible for it to
produce food photosynthetically, just as
leaves do. Parenchyma cells in the rays of
bark respond to bark wounds by producing
wound-closing cells, usually in the form of
additional layers of bark.
Cellular anatomy of phloem
Two kinds of cells, called initials (ray and
fusiform), in the vascular cambium give rise
to rays and other wood cells in xylem. Ray
initials, which form the rays within the
xylem, also form rays that grow into the
phloem (phloem rays), while the fusiform
initials produce all the other phloem cells
that will make up that tissue. Like xylem,
phloem is initially formed in bundles during
primary growth of young shoots. When the
fasicular cambia link up and start producing
cells, secondary phloem begins to form,
giving rise to all of the cells that make up

Red ironbark (Eucalyptus sideroxylon)

the bark. As in xylem, ray cells and many of
the other cells within phloem are initially
parenchyma cells – living, thinned-walled
cells of varying size.
As the young phloem ages, these
parenchyma cells differentiate into other
cells, such as fibers for support and protection, or vascular tissues for the movement of
The distinct tissue layers from the outside of a mature woody stem
moving inward, include:
• cork (phellem)
• cork cambium (phellogen)
• phelloderm
• phloem
• vascular cambium, and
• xylem

Cajeput (Melalecuca quinquenervia)

photosynthates from leaves to fruit and
roots. Some parenchyma cells in phloem
become specialized for moving solutes.
These cells – the sieve tube elements – function to move sugars throughout the plant,
and have a specialized relationship with
adjacent parenchyma cells called companion cells. Because phloem cells remain
alive, movement of solutes is considered a
kind of active transport, and thus, under the
overall direction of the plant. In this manner,
solutes can move up or down in the tree
depending on the demands of the tree.
Parenchyma cells in the phloem also
form another cambium within the bark that
is referred to as the cork cambium or phellogen. Phellogen grows in layers to
produce layer upon layer of phellem, or
cork tissue, in the bark. The cell walls of
the cork contain suberin, a waxy substance
that protects against desiccation and
pathogens. Since the phellogen is a cambium, it produces cells both inward and
outward. Phellem or cork forms to the outside, but another tissue called phelloderm
forms to the inside of the cork or bark cambium. Collectively the phellogen, phellem
and phelloderm are referred to as the periderm. Multiple periderm layers form one
over another in some trees, especially
conifers. The outermost rough, hard and
corky phellem is sometimes referred to as
the rhytidome. Rhytidome, which is dead
and therefore no longer growing, is composed of multiple layers (periderms). Bark,
thus occurs in two basic layers – the inner
bark (living) and the outer bark (both living and non-living). Collectively, these

distinct tissues are sometimes referred to as
the phloem and periderm, for the inner and
outer bark, respectively.
Some trees have spongy areas in their
periderms, on both their roots and stems,
where the underlying cells are loosely

Podocarpus (Afrocarpus falcatus)

Canary island pine (Pinus canariensis)
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Cork oak (Quercus suber)

The outer bark (phelloderm or cork) of a cork oak
(Quercus suber) can be removed without causing harm to
the tree, as long as the cork cambium (phellogen) is left
intact.
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arranged, creating intercellular spaces. By
contrast, cells in the phellum are densely
packed. These spongy areas are called
lenticels. Most anatomists suspect that
lenticels allow air to enter the periderm.
Lenticels vary in size from barely visible to
more than a centimeter (approximately 1⁄2
inch) in length. They form on young stems
usually underneath stomata, rupturing the
guard cells and pushing them outward as
tissues in the stem begin secondary growth.

Lenticels are maintained in the periderm as
long as it remains alive. Deeper periderms
with rhytidome also may have lenticels, but
usually they are found at the bottom of deep
fissures in the rhytidome.
Bark as a diagnostic tool
There is a great deal of variability in the
appearance of the bark among tree species.
Some are rough, while others are quite
smooth. Thus, it is important to know what

Bark of Pinus canadensis shows layer upon layer of now
dead periderms; collectively these layers of mature bark
are called rhytidome.

the bark of a given tree species looks like at
various stages of its life. Bark has juvenile,
adult and mature (older) phases of growth,
and can look vastly different during these
stages. Knowing what the healthy bark of a
particular species should look like, allows
us to diagnose certain disorders.
Unlike wood, bark is often shed. For
some species, the bark must crack in places
to allow for expansion due to radial
growth. For other species, bark splits and
then peels away from the underlying layer
and is then shed. The nature of bark cracks
can sometimes be very diagnostic. For
example, lighter colored, young tissue can
usually be seen growing within growth
cracks of healthy bark. Cracks that are dark
and not expanding outward typically indicate areas where the vascular cambium has
been damaged or killed. When this occurs,
the bark dries, shrinks, and begins to crack

Circle 39 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Thick layers of rhytidome have developed on this
Tabebuia aurea.

Circle 22 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

Bark can change over time for a given species. The images above show the stages of bark development for California sycamore (Platanus racemosa): In the first 1-3 years of age the
young tree has green bark with photosynthetic capabilities, it has growth cracks, periderm, and lenticels (left). As the tree matures it has obvious layers of periderm, seen as bark plates
of differing colors (center). At maturity, bark has a more typical appearance of rhytidome. (right).

both vertically and horizontally. Such
cracking indicates tree mortality or death
of the affected area.
Sometimes diseased or damaged bark
exudes sap or pitch in droplets, streams,
sheets or globs. Sap exudation from bark
can be from: physical damage, boring
insects, canker fungi or physiological reasons. Probing beneath areas where sap
flow is occurring can sometimes determine
the reason for the exudation. Some trees
“leak” sap from bark as a normal conse-

quence of their growth. The red ironbark
(Eucalyptus sideroxylon ‘Rosea’) is often
covered in sap exudates from its bark.
Many species of eucalyptus exude a rich,
wine-colored sap called kino for any or all
of the above mentioned reasons.
According to Shigo (2002) bark is the
“Achilles’ heel” of the tree. Since bark
must expand, rupturing itself during
growth periods, the exposed phloem and
bark tissues become a natural infection
court for disease-causing pathogens.

Circle 6 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Diseases that affect the bark of mature
trees as well as young shoots are often
called canker diseases. When fungi invade
the vascular cambium or the bark cambium
(phellogen) of trees, they can kill areas of
underlying and surrounding tissues or
entire branches. Canker diseases can cause
bleeding, localized swelling, distortions in
growth, lesions (dead, sunken areas),
dieback of bark tissue in a bull’s eye or target shape, and branch dieback.
Control of canker diseases usually
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(Upper left) Sometimes bleeding is caused by pathogens such as Phytophthora cinnamomi, insect or mechanical damage, or certain abiotic disorders. (Upper center) Bleeding on the bark
of a young white alder (Alnus rhombifolia), resulting from bark injury from the alder borer (Agrilius burkei). (Upper right) Eucalyptus exude sap called Kino when challenged by insects,
pathogens or just as a normal consequence of their growth and development.

involves pruning of infected branches.
Rarely do fungicides provide control of
branch canker diseases. Shigo also asserted that bark can compartmentalize
invading fungi, but that the effect is temporary because cells in the bark are not
static as in wood because they are pushed
outward by the vascular cambium and
phellogen. While barrier zones in wood
can last for years, they only last for a season in bark.
One of Dr. Alex Shigo’s catch phrases
was to “Touch Trees!” In most cases, when
you do touch trees, you touch the bark.
Bark, the skin of trees, which ranges
from the bizarre to the beautiful, is
nonetheless, essential to living trees.
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Cankers: (left) Young developing canker on Leland cypress caused by Sieridium cardinale. (center) Unidentified canker on eucalyptus. (right) Chinese elm canker on the cultivar 'True
Green' caused by Stegophora ulmea.
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THE CUTTING EDGE OF CHAIN SAWS:
By Chris Girard, CTSP
t seems like every day we are hearing
about this or that new invention,
upgrade or change to our current
favorite products. Sometimes we think,
“what can possibly be new or have
changed in our old reliable tools and products?” Some people also think that, “if it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it.” But there are
many reasons why changes are made, such
as a newer construction material, new technology or even a change in the regulations
that affects the current tools and practices.
And sometimes an industry does make a
change to an existing product, or releases
something new altogether, that really
makes a big improvement in the way we
go about our daily activities, whatever
field we work in. Several such changes are
taking place in the manufacture and distribution of chain saws, bars and chains for
the tree care industry.
There are so many different saws being
produced that it would be impractical to try
and review all of them within the scope of
this article, so we’ll look at what we consider “the big 3” here in the U.S. For this article
we will try to focus on new developments
and updates on technology. We’ll save looking in great detail at engines, carburetors
and other mechanical features for another
article. We will also focus on the professional saw models that arborists and tree
workers use on a daily basis, although each
of the manufacturers listed also provides a
variety of saws for the homeowner or occasional saw operator/weekend woodcutter.

I

Mark Chisholm of TCIA member company Aspen Tree Experts working with a Stihl MS201T. Photo courtesy of Stihl.

were very satisfied with them. Although
Echo is Japanese owned, they have a very
strong U.S. presence with their manufacturing and distribution facilities, and are
one of the largest producers of most models of top-handled saws in the world.
Echo’s ability to perform as well as the better-known orange brands has caused many
professional arborists to convert over the
last few decades.
Battery power
For many years, we have been hearing

Big three
The chain saw manufacturers in this article do not need any introduction. The two
“big boys on the block” remain Stihl and
Husqvarna, and you’ll also find many loyal
customers for Echo chain saws. It should
be noted that Echo (owned by the Japanese
company Yamabiko) is not a new manufacturer of saws; we’ve heard from people
who knew climbers using some of Echo’s
top-handled models back in the 1980s and

Stihl’s MSA 160C battery powered professional chain saw.
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rumors about professional grade batterypowered chain saws someday being
available within the industry. Well, that day
has finally arrived with the introduction
from first Stihl and now Husqvarna (with the
latter introducing a viable top-handle saw).
Stihl combines the innovative lithiumion battery technology with power and
efficiency in the rear-handled MSA 160 CBQ model. The AP 160 lithium-ion battery
provides up to 35 minutes of cutting time.
The Quick Chain Adjuster adjusts chain
tension without tools, and the MSA 160 CBQ starts instantly, delivering 36-volt
power from its commercial-grade, high
torque brushless motor.
According to Stihl Inc., the current Stihl
Battery KombiSystem is one of the biggest
advancements in cordless handheld equipment, offering user-friendly benefits with
multiple tools that can all be powered by
one interchangeable battery. Low operating costs make it an environmentally
responsible option for professionals, powering seven different tools (blower,

trimmers, and even a walk-behind mower)
and eliminating both fuel costs and exhaust
emissions. The 36-volt battery supplies the
demands necessary for work on property
maintenance, cutting small firewood (can
handle branches 8 inches in diameter), or
even while cutting within an enclosed area.
“Stihl continues to work on the development and expansion of additional
lithium-ion battery products with some
focus in the professional area, with potential for more professional and consumer
products on the horizon,” says Kent Hall,
Stihl Inc. senior product manager.
Cary Shepherd, Husqvarna Group USA
chain saw product specialist, says,
“Husqvarna is currently doing field test
evaluations with a new professional arborist
battery chain saw, T536LiXP. The target
market is professional users who want a
lightweight and easy-to-use, top-handled
chain saw with high performance and high
chain speed for work applications aloft.”
Powered by a 36-volt Li-Ion battery and
with an “e” function (“e” – for easy – designates tool-less and spring assisted
starting), the T536LiXP has performance
levels comparable to some gas-driven
commercial saws, according to Husky.
Some of the other features Husky boasts
about on this saw are its excellent balance
and ergonomic handles.
Both the Stihl and Husqvarna batteryoperated saws offer low noise, no
emissions, no (or very little) maintenance
and lower operating costs. While batterypowered chain saws may not deliver the
equivalent power as some of the larger
gasoline-driven models, they are still an
excellent option for certain niche applications, such as when working in a noise or
emission sensitive environment. Echo, currently does not offer a battery-option.
Things to look for in a saw
There are many features to look for in a
chain saw. One thing to consider is the
weight and balance of the saw. You need to
be sure that the saw is light enough for you
to operate comfortably and efficiently.
Shepherd says, “The weight of professional saws starts at approximately 7.5
pounds.” The lightweight saws that Stihl,
Husqvarna and Echo offer are all well balanced and allow the user to operate the saw
for prolonged periods. This allows for

Husqvarna’s model 555 with X-Torq engine technology provides more power, less fuel consumption and less exhaust emissions. The AutoTune system adjusts the air/fuel mixture automatically for variables that affect performance.

good control without becoming excessivesteel side plates that makes it lighter and
ly fatigued, which could lead to an
more flexible than a standard solid bar, yet
unnecessary injury or accident.
the process in which it is constructed gives
As the manufacturers will also point
the bar the deformation structural integriout, the key is not just focusing on
ty of a professional solid bar. The
getting a saw to weigh less, but to
reduced weight of the bar allows
also focus on the power-to-weight
you to run a 20-inch TechLite
ratio. You want
for the same weight as a
a saw that
16-inch solid pro bar,
has
both
which lessens fatigue,
high power
increases productiviand low weight,
ty and improves the
but can still Husqvarna’s 536LiXP is powered by a 36-volt Li-Ion battery. balance of the saw.”
maintain
perStihl’s
line
of
formance. Also, having a lightweight saw
Rollomatic bars on their professional saws
does not necessarily mean that you have to
has always been known for their strength
suffer a lack of durability, providing that
and durability. All Stihl guide bars have
high-quality materials are used. Echo uses
induction heat-treated edges to give them a
materials such as magnesium and aluhigh wear resistance. Kent Hall says, “Stihl
minum, which helps to make their saws as
offers lightweight guide bars for the tree
light and durable as possible.
care professional in 12-inch, 14-inch and
Brad Mace, Echo chain saw product
16-inch lengths, as well as longer lightmanager, says, “We have introduced two
weight guide bars in 28-inches and up.”
of the lightest saws in their class in the past
Echo also has its Performance Cutting
two years – the CS-500P, which is the
System, which features an upgraded comlightest 50cc chain saw, and the CS-271T,
mercial steel bar and a high-performance
which is the lightest top-handle chain saw
chain for faster cutting and a longer bar
in the United States.”
life. The manufacturers all have saw chains
Another thing to consider when buying a
that are individually designed for all types
professional chain saw is the quality of the
of woodcutting and for most makes of
bar and chain that come stock on the saws.
chain saws.
Chains will be looked at in a future article.
One of the most important safety features
Shepherd says, “Husqvarna’s new
to look at in a chain saw is the chain braking
TechLite replaceable sprocket nose bar is
system. Cary Shepherd says, “The most
unique to the tree care industry. This proexciting new safety feature on the
fessional bar has an aluminum core with
Husqvarna saws is the TrioBrake, which
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013
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facilitates three ways in which the chain
brake can be activated: manually with the
left hand, manually with the right hand, and
by inertia kick back. TrioBrake facilitates
safer, ergonomic work positioning and has
advantages engaging the chain brake manually in some limbing applications.
Stihl also offers an excellent chain brake
system with its Quickstop, which is standard on all Stihl chain saws, and its
Quickstop Plus feature available on some
saws. The “Plus” system is designed to
engage when the operator’s right hand
completely releases the rear handle, stopping the chain within one second. “Stihl
has also introduced, in the chain saw area
of design, the single-hump drive link,
which is designed to reduce kick back,”
says Hall.
Brad Mace says, “All our Echo consumertargeted chain saws come with the
maximum number of safety features recognized by ANSI. The safety features include
inertia chain brake, reduced kick-back chain,
reduced kick-back bar and bar kick guard.”
It is hard to imagine that chain saw manufacturers (and operators) in the not too
distant past considered the chain brake a
“luxury” optional item! As I said at the
beginning of the article, sometimes an
industry does make a change that truly is a
benefit and improvement.

makes it easier for the operator to clean the
air filter.” He goes on to say, “Echo also
has a feature on all their new saws called
the “G-Force” air box cleaner. This system
uses the suction generated by the cooling
fan to pull wood chips and debris out of the
air box, preventing them from collecting
on the air filter.” While top-handled chain
saws do not come with a decompression
Husqvarna’s 536LiXP features captive bar nuts that never
leave the side cover.
button, Echo has a nice feature on theirs
called a Digital Ignition System, which has
New saw features
an I-30 starter. This incorporates a spring“Husqvarna has captive bar nuts that
assisted starting system, which requires 30
never leave the side cover, and (an)
percent less effort in starting the engine
AutoTune electronically controlled carbucompared to standard systems.
retor,” Shepherd says. “The carburetor
Stihl saw features include replaceable
adjustment screws are replaced with an
“in-tank” fuel and oil filters, and an
electronically controlled magnetic meterinboard chain brake that makes saw chain
ing valve. The AutoTune system adjusts
sprockets easier to remove. “Stihl’s air filthe air/fuel mixture automatically and basitration systems are designed to
cally takes the “guess work”
perform longer between filter
out of adjusting the carburemaintenance, along with new
tor for variables that affect
types of ignition systems virtualperformance, such as altily eliminating the need for the
tude, temperature, etcetera.”
traditional “tune-up” – spark
Shepherd adds that, “There is
plug, carburetor,” says Hall. An
an engine diagnostic feature
additional feature found on some
of AutoTune that can help Husqvarna’s 536LiXP flip-up
Stihl models is the IntelliCarb
identify conditions associat- oil cap is easy to open.
Compensating Carburetor, which
ed with poor maintenance.”
helps keep RPM levels even when the fil“Echo designs all chain saws with easyter begins to clog.
access air filter covers that do not require a
“Some of the latest engine technologies
tool to open them,” says Mace. “This
are almost identical to the technologies in
cars,” says Hall, “such as electronic ignition
and in some cases the Stihl M-Tronic engine
management system, which electronically
controls the ignition timing and fuel metering in any operating condition, factoring in
temperature, altitude and fuel quality.”

Circle 14 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications
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Impact of emission regulations
EPA and CARB air emission regulations
have propelled chain saw manufacturers to
optimize their current designs and develop
new product lines. The EPA essentially
restricts manufacturers to production in the
model year indicated, but allows for distribution of its current inventory, regardless
of the year manufactured. Provisions within the regulations prevent manufacturers
from “stockpiling” inventory before ceasing production of a product line. Therefore,
consumers will still be able to buy chain
saws certified to a prior year, but in limited
quantity.
Professional chain saw users have

expressed concern that the new air emisan operator would be wise to purchase
sions regulations for all internal
equipment based on the longevity and repcombustion engines will affect the perutation of the manufacturer, and be willing
formance of their saws. Some operators are
to experiment with some of the newer feaalso concerned that the new “leaner” carbs
tures.
will also affect the service life of the saw.
Even though you may never be able to
According to the top manufacturers, this is
change the opinion of an ardent Stihl user
not necessarily true.
that Husqvarna and Echo have something
“Lean” running saws create
worthwhile to offer them
heat and the cooling is affected
– and vice-versa –
by the oil mix,
you may find that
dissipation
by listening to
of heat from
other arborists
the cylinder
and tree workers
fins and air flow
and actually using
from the flywheel. Innovation in
one of their saws
design technology and proper mainte(which may be a
nance are key to maximizing the life Echo’s CS271T is the lightest
different
brand
top-handle chain saw in the
of a chain saw, as is using the manu- United States, according to Echo.
than yours), that it
facturer-recommended oil. The best
may actually offer
two-stroke oil should meet or exceed the
features that you prefer. Never be afraid to
latest oil specifications for JASO (the stanexperiment and always keep an open mind
dard used for two-stroke gasoline engines)
to what is out there on the “cutting edge” of
and carry an FD rating. Stihl, Husqvarna
chain saws.
and Echo all offer oil with the JASO-FD
spec ratings.
References
A few other things that the manufacturers
USDA Forest Services, Technology &
recommend that will help with the perDevelopment Program, www.fs.fed.us/tformance of your chain saw, as well as
d/pubs/html/02511204/02511204.htm#Emi
prolong the service life, include such things
ssion. For additional information, contact:
as having the RPM’s checked by an authorProject Leader, Fire Management, San
ized dealer after the first 10-15 tanks of
Dimas Technology & Development Center
fuel. Never run the saw at WOT (wide open
444 East Bonita Ave., San Dimas CA
throttle) for extended periods (especially a
new saw) unless it is under load. It can also
be a good idea to let the saw idle for a
minute, but also let the chain rotate slightly
because an oiler will not oil unless the
chain is moving. Once you begin cutting,
the chain has now been oiled instead of
starting your cut with a dry chain, which
can lessen the life of the chain.
Conclusion
Modern chain saw engines are more efficient, use less fuel and create fewer
emissions, which is all well and good for
the “Green Movement,” but what professional chain saw operators are also looking
for is power and reliability in their equipment. Many veteran operators are reluctant
to embrace new technology either due to
the fact that it is different than their current
favorite chain saw, or they assume that
change is not necessarily a good thing.
While this may be true in certain situations,

Echo’s CS-355T top-handled chain saw features include a
chain brake lever with window cutouts for improved visibility of work, bar and chain, a swing-out lanyard ring and
a compact size yet high power – 20 percent more power
than CS-360T.

91773-3198
Chris Girard, CTSP, is an ISA Certified
Arborist and owner of TCIA-member
Girard Tree Service in Gilmanton, New
Hampshire.
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Accreditation

By Janet Aird
ennis Ullom was a college student
working for a tree care company
one summer when he decided to
start a tree care business of his own. He
never finished college, but St. Croix Tree
Service, which he founded in 1974 in
Roberts, Wisconsin, is still going strong –
and so is his education.
St. Croix has a second office, in
Hopkins, Minnesota. Between the two
offices, they serve a wide area around
Minneapolis-St. Paul. Approximately 80
percent of the company’s work is residential.
The founding of St. Croix Tree Service
began a lifetime of learning for Ullom. His
reading is ongoing, he’s taken classes or
seminars in accounting and marketing for
small businesses, and he’s brought in consultants to help with marketing. He’s been
a member of TCIA since 1987.
“A lot of my education came from TCIA
and ISA,” he says. “They were instrumental. We own every educational piece TCIA
has ever produced.
Their
Winter
Management
Conference
is
especially helpful.
I’ve gotten a lot of
ideas from Winter
Management
–
from the beginning
and all the way
through.”
The company
Dennis Ullom
was part of TCIA’s
Accreditation pilot
program and became accredited in 2005.
“When I signed up for Accreditation, I didn’t realize the company would be
scrutinized the way it was,” he half-jokes.
“Accreditation showed me that, although I
knew a lot, I didn’t know what I didn’t

D
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Dennis Ullom has placed an emphasis on mechanization. Here, a St. Croix Tree Service crew removes a tree over a garden.

know. Once we became accredited, we
really kicked the company into gear.”
Since 2008, St. Croix has grown almost
40 percent. He attributes the growth to
Accreditation and the systems that were
put into place because of it. One of the
employees, Sabrina Jerlow, did most of the
work.
“Since we became accredited, I haven’t
worked on a crew or in the field,” Ullom
says. “I’m working on the company, not at
the company. Accreditation forced me to
get a lot of things out of my head and down
on paper. I’ve been able to hire people and
develop systems. I’m not the ‘go-to’ person anymore.”
The company has three divisions. Its tree
care program consists of pruning,
removals, lot clearing, stump removals,
brush hauling and chipping. They recycle
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

all their wood waste, either as mulch or as
biomass for the local power generating station.
Their PHC (plant health care) program
focuses on enhancing tree health. After
diagnosing trees, they use specialized fertilizer mixes, beneficial mycorrhizae and
deep root fertilization to improve the fertility of the soil, and an air spade to remediate
the planting depth, reduce soil compaction
and remove any root restrictions. For
insect control, they use soil systemic insecticides and trunk injections. They also
provide planning to reduce damage during
the construction process.
“We also have a fairly large planting
division,” he says. The company has
equipment that can move evergreens as tall
as 16 to 18 feet.
Ullom has put an emphasis on mecha-

nization. The company’s equipment
includes tracked backyard lifts to reduce
climbing, mini skids with turf tires to move
big wood, tractors with turf tires and wood
handling attachments for minimal turf
damage, and truck-mounted log loaders to
move material.
St. Croix has 45 employees in the field,
17 ISA-certified and four CTSPs. Many
are long term, and some have been with the
company for more than 20 years, he says.
“As a longtime business owner, I really
enjoy our annual picnic and seeing how
many employees have gotten married, how
many new children there are, how many
have grown up. After 35 years, we’re
proud of the fact that we’ve allowed a lot
of young men and women to join the
industry. Their efforts have helped fuel the
growth of the company.”
Because of Accreditation, the company
has systems for hiring and training
employees, including four home study programs, which they developed in
conjunction with TCIA. Employees study
at their own pace and when they complete
a program, they get a raise in pay.
Accreditation also added details to the
employee handbook, such as hazard communications, regulations for cell phone
use, a smoking policy and a return-to-work
program.
Accreditation also has helped the company deal with DOT regulations in both

A St. Croix team performs a tree removal with a rigging system utilizing a GRCS lowering device.

states, Minnesota and Wisconsin. It
showed them how to create a system that
puts the regulations in a format that everyone in the company can understand and
that isn’t subject to interpretation – or misinterpretation.
Some 60 percent of St. Croix’s business comes from repeat customers and
referrals. “Someone told me once that
every satisfied customer is a salesperson,”
Ullom says. “Part of our marketing plan is
to reach our customers four times a year.
They’re our best source of new clients.”
Another part of their marketing plan is
branding. “When I first joined TCIA,
Bob Felix (then association president)
really promoted the need to look professional,” Ullom says. “Everything is
uniform. The guys all wear PPE, and the
trucks all look the same, with lettering
on the front as well as on the sides.”
They use TCIA marketing materials
on their website and in newsletters and
print ads, which aim to educate their
clients about the valuable service their
trees provide. They’re experimenting
A crew member notches a tree to direct it away from the house.
with direct marketing. As always, qualiProper PPE is part of the uniform, including hearing protection
ty is the key. The company’s website
(ear buds).
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was just recognized in February with a
TCIA 2012 Professional Communications
Award.
They use the fact that they’re accredited
in their marketing efforts and invite potential clients to compare them with other
companies. Their clients haven’t always
heard of Accreditation, but once they do,
Ullom says, they feel more secure doing
business with St. Croix because being
accredited shows that it has been vetted.
Ullom belongs to business mentoring
groups, where he shares his business
knowledge. He gives educational talks to
groups such as master gardener clubs and
HOAs (home owner associations) on topics such as disease prevention. On Arbor
Days, they visit schools, talk to the children and plant trees. Ullom also serves on
TCIA’s Accreditation Council.
Business prospects for the next few
years are looking good, he says. “With
Accreditation, continued growth in our
West Metro (Hopkins) office, our emphasis on mechanization and the arrival of the
emerald ash borer in the Twin Cities area,
we’re positioned for solid growth well into
the future.”
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Ground Operations Safety

The following is an excerpt from TCIA’s
new Chipper Operator Specialist manual,
part of TCIA’s Tree Care Academy program.
Learning Objectives
fter reading this chapter and
receiving the associated training,
you should be able to
demonstrate:
wearing head, eye, and hearing protection when operating a chipper.
In addition to the PPE above, wearing leg protection when using a chain
saw on the ground.
avoiding struck-by injuries by
respecting the traffic control zone
and drop zones on the job site.
using correct techniques for dragging, stacking and feeding brush into
the chipper.
following manufacturer-recommended
procedures
for
chipper
maintenance and never attempt to
open covers or hoods when the chipper is running or the cutting system
or other sources of potentially harmful mechanical energy are in motion.
avoiding feeding and discharge jams.

A

Key Terms in This Chapter
Cutter housing (disc/drum cover)
Discharge chute
Energized
Infeed chute
Infeed wheels (feed rollers)
Push stick

To avoid the possibility of a climbing line in the chip pile, it is always a good idea to “stage” or stack the brush before
chipping it. Photo courtesy of SavATree.

feed chippers
• all personnel are clear of the machine
• all personnel are wearing appropriate
PPE, footwear and clothing for brush
chipping.
Close and secure access panels and
guards for maintenance and adjustment,
including the discharge chute and cutter
housing, prior to starting the chipper
engine. These access panels shall not be
opened until the engine and all moving
parts have come to a complete stop and the
ignition key has been removed.
Hard hats, eye protection and hearing
protection, and/or other appropriate per-

Just before you start the chipper
Once set-up is complete, you can run the
chipper. Before you start the chipper, be
sure:
• the clutch is disengaged
• the chip discharge chute is clear and
pointed in a safe direction
• the chipper hood lock pin or hood bolts
are secured
• the infeed hopper is free of tools or foreign objects
• the feed bar is in neutral on hydraulic

Chipper operators should feed material into the chipper
from the side of the infeed chute to minimize being
struck by the material.
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sonal protective equipment shall be worn
when in the immediate work zone area of a
brush chipper.
To prevent an entanglement hazard,
loose clothing, jewelry, climbing equipment, body belts, harnesses, lanyards, or
gauntlet-type gloves (for example, longcuffed lineman’s or welder’s gloves) shall
not be worn while operating chippers.
Chipper operators should wear sturdy
work shoes with ankle support and puncture-resistant soles.
Now you are ready to start the chipper.
Starting the chipper
When you start the chipper:
• idle the engine to warm it up
• slowly engage the clutch
• raise the engine RPM to full throttle
• check the operation of the feed bar and
hydraulic feed wheels
Engaging and disengaging the clutch at
high RPM or slipping the clutch will
quickly wear out clutch plates or belts as
well as bearings. If the clutch engages too
easily, you may need to adjust it. Some
units equipped with a clutch should not
idle for long periods without the clutch

engaged as this may damage the pilot bearing. Check your operator’s manual for
proper operation.
An operational check the of the chipper’s safety devices should be done prior to
chipping brush. Again, refer to the operator’s manual for specific instructions on
your chipper.
Check the feed control bar for proper
operation before you begin chipping.
Pulling the bar toward the rear of the chipper will pull material into the machine, and
pushing the bar forward reverses the feed
system. Some chippers have a four-position feed control bar and pushing it all the
way forward or back will stop the feed
wheels. Be familiar with proper operation
of the feed control on the model(s) you will
operate.
Operating the chipper
You are now ready to begin chipping!
Always feed material from the side of
the infeed hopper. If you are working on
the street, be aware of traffic, and always
try to work from the curbside. Limbs have
a tendency to move around as they are
feeding into the chipper. By feeding from
the side, you can avoid getting hit by the
flow of material into the chipper and having to step around the limbs as they are
being pulled into the machine.
Brush and logs shall be fed into chippers, butt or cut end first, from the side of
the feed table, and the operator shall immediately turn away from the feed table when
the brush is taken into the rotor or feed
rollers. Chippers should be fed from the
curbside whenever practical.
When feeding a chipper during roadside
operations, the operator shall do so in a
manner that prevents him or her from stepping into traffic or being pushed into traffic
by the material being fed into the chipper.
Foreign material, such as stones, nails,
sweepings, and rakings, shall not be fed
into chippers.
Small branches shall be fed into chippers
with longer branches or by being pushed
with a long stick or tool designed for such
use to prevent body parts from entering the
in-feed hopper.
Hands or other parts of the body shall not
be placed into the infeed hopper. Leaning
into or pushing material into infeed hoppers
with hands or feet is prohibited.

While material is
being fed into the chipper infeed, pinch points
continually
develop
within the material
being chipped and
between the material
and machine. The operator shall be aware of
this situation and
respond accordingly.
The brush chipper
discharge chute or cutter housing cover shall
not be raised or
removed while any part
of the chipper is turning
or moving. Chippers
shall not be used unless
a discharge chute of
sufficient length or The operator should always be off of the center white line, the feet should never pass
design is provided that the edge of the feed tray and no part of the body should ever pass the edge of the
prevents personal con- infeed hopper.
make it easy and convenient for the operatact with the blades.
tor to feed the chipper. In most cases, the
Arborists, mechanics, and other workers
butt ends of the brush should face the chipmust never reach into the infeed hopper
per infeed. Take care not to let the brush
when the cutting system or feed rollers are
become a trip hazard for the operator in the
moving.
immediate vicinity of the chipper infeed.
Keep walking paths and work areas clear.
Stacking brush
Brush and logs shall not be allowed to
Best practice: Staging brush
create hazards in the chipper work area. If
When it is not practical to position the
it is not being chipped immediately, stack
chipper
farther away from the “drop zone”
or stage brush so the work area remains
to avoid the possibility of a climbing line
clear and so brush can be chipped effiin the chip pile, we highly recommend this
ciently once the chipper is started.
procedure: Do not drag brush from trees
Brush for the chipper should be stacked to
directly into a running chipper. Stage brush
behind the chipper with the chipper off.
Check brush piles for debris such as wire,
rocks, metal and ropes before starting the
chipper. Walk 360 degrees around the pile.
Always check operation of safety bars for
Miguel was a part of a ﬁve-man
forward/reverse and feed roller stoppage
crew. He was feeding branches into
each time prior to operating the chipper.
the chipper when his boss said that he

Mishap with
winch line

heard something other than wood
going through the chipper. The boss
ran to shut the machine down and saw
Miguel on the ground. The victim
accidentally fed the winch line into
the chipper and was decapitated by it
within seconds. The victim had
worked for the tree service for the
past seven years and had run that particular chipper for four years.
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Feeding brush
Chipper operators should feed material
into the chipper from the side of the infeed
chute to minimize being struck by the
material. On chippers with mechanical
infeed, feeding from the side puts the operator within easy reach of the feed control
bar. Always feed the larger or butt end of
the branches into the chipper first.
If branches are fed into the chipper the
51

wrong way:
• Branches can become wedged in the
chipper’s throat past the feed wheels, making it very difficult to back the material
out. By always feeding the butt end first,
the feed wheels will open up to allow
smoother operation.
• Lateral branches can catch on the edges
of the infeed chute of the chipper, causing
the chipper to sever the branch rather than
pull in the entire branch.
When feeding large limbs into a rotary
drum chipper you should hold the brush
end of the limb higher than the butt end.
The limb will slide forward into the blades.
Push small material against the blades with
a long limb. You can also lay the material
on the feed table and shove a long piece of
brush in after it. Finally, you can sometimes throw small branches directly into
the blades. In any case, let go of the brush
before your hands cross the plane of the
hopper and before the brush hits the chipping blades. After you feed material into
the machine, pivot your body and turn your
face away in one continuous motion.

It happens quickly
when you let down
your guard
In June 2010, a longtime county
worker in California died after becoming entangled in a wood chipper while
clearing brush. The accident happened
about 9:15 a.m. A county Public Works
crew of four was clearing brush when
the man was caught in the machine.
Avoid contaminated brush, logs
A lag bolt overlooked in a section of tree
limb or a mislaid tool can turn a perfectly
good chipper into a pile of scrap metal as it
creates a great deal of risk for people nearby.
Workers shall never be in the truck bed or
chip discharge area when the chipper is running! Besides the obvious exposure to flying
wood chips and dust, when metal is chipped
it can go straight out the discharge chute.
Metal can stick into or cut through the bulkhead of a truck when it is discharged from
the chipper. The consequences are severe for
anyone in the way.
Avoid being struck by wood and
branches
Standing behind a chipper during chipper operations should be discouraged.
Small debris coming back at the operator
can cause discomfort or even an injury.
More importantly, though, there is a
chance you can become entangled in a
piece being fed. Always feed the chipper
from curbside and, once the feed rollers
grip the piece, stand clear.
When feeding brush and wood into
hydraulic-feed chippers, the operator needs
to be careful and be aware that the piece
can turn and twist suddenly. This can cause
the operator to step into or be pushed into
traffic trying to get out of the way. This
twisting can also cause the tree part to
strike the operator, injuring him or her.
Please review these vital safety points!
• No part of the chipper operator’s body
should cross the infeed plane. Never
reach or kick into the infeed hopper of
a chipper for any reason!
• Never attempt to un-clog, service or
clean the infeed hopper area while the
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machine is running.
• Never use tools such as rakes or shovels to push brush through or to clear the
infeed chute.
• Never feed material containing rocks,
wire or foreign debris into the chipper.
Anything other than brush will not
only dull chipper knives, but may
cause knives to break and could damage the disc or drum, bearings or anvil,
or cause projectiles to be thrown at
high speed from the machine.
• Never feed vines or vine-type material
directly into feed wheels. Cut the vines
into 4 to 5 foot lengths and lay them on
top of the longer material while it is
feeding.
• Try to feed large-diameter material
while smaller pieces are going through
the feed system. Smaller pieces will
partially open the feed wheels, making
it easier for the feed wheels to allow
the large diameter pieces to feed.
• An alternative suggestion is to lay the
longer material on the feed table and
stack the shorter material on top to pull
it all through simultaneously.
• Large pieces can be cut off with a sharp
angle to make feeding easier.
• Large-diameter wood may cause the
engine to lug. You do not want the
engine to slow down to the point it will
stall or plug the chipper. On hydraulicfeed chippers, when you hear the
engine slowing down, push the control
bar to the neutral position to stop the
hydraulic feed wheels. When the
engine regains full RPM, pull the control bar and resume chipping. Some
machines with feed sensor features do
this automatically.
• Material too large for the chipper opening must be cut to the capacity of the
chipper. Keep a chain saw available
when chipping large diameter or limby
material.
• Should material become jammed in the
feed system, reverse the feed wheels to
dislodge the material. Stand clear when
reversing material.
• Stay out of the chip discharge area
when the chipper is running and the
cutting system is turning, even if brush
is not being fed into the chipper. Chips
discharged at high velocity can cause
serious injury.
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Letters & Emails

Send letters & emails to editor@tcia.org, or TCI, 136 Harvey Road, Londonderry, NH 03053

A300 in Action
Thanks to Howard Gaffin for another
well-told story of arboriculture in action
(“Willow Top: When Is Extreme Pruning
OK?”; TCI March 2013). This story was
most notable for his intelligent and effective
use of the ANSI A300 pruning standard:
Howard established a reasonable objective
by talking the client out of re-topping the
tree, instead specifying cut locations “based
on the size of the cut (the smaller, the better), evidence of existing decay, and the
presence of live growth or nodal areas.”
Howard let the tree call the cuts, and he listened well. Dr. Shigo taught us that, “Proper
pruning is done at nodes, or at crotches.”
Nodal cuts are literally “Shigo cuts.”
There were two examples of questionable terminology, but the fault was in the
terms, not the author. The objective included “encourage lower epicormic sprouting,”
but this kind of sprouting is often from preexisting buds that are connected inside the
tree, so the sprouts might more accurately
be called “endocormic.” At the end,
Howard said he did “not expect to see
‘extreme heading back’ as a sanctioned
ANSI pruning method anytime soon,” but
the article demonstrated that his work was
indeed compliant with the A300 Standard.
The term “heading” is the source of a lot of
confusion, because many people confuse it
with topping.
“Heading” is a fairly irrelevant term in
pruning mature trees, because it seldom
matters whether cuts are made “to a lateral
large enough to assume the apical role.”
That criterion fits structural pruning of
younger trees, but few other scenarios.
What’s important is that by making wise
use of the A300 tree care standard, Gaffin
Tree & Landscaping left their client a
pleasing and lasting asset. Please print
more features from the field! Examples
like Howard Gaffin’s are the best possible
lessons in better tree care.
Guy Meilleur
Historic Tree Care
Apex, North Carolina

Excuses for bad pruning
Howard Gaffin seems to be seeking justification or perhaps forgiveness for
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Letter writer Dan Dittrich ascends the dead ponderosa
pine holding the nest of orphaned great horned owls.

topping in “Willow Top: When is Extreme
Pruning OK?” I think we see plenty of bad
pruning and it would have been more
instructive to write about proper techniques to manage a declining willow.
Tina Cohen, ISA Cert. Arborist, RCA
Northwest Arborvitae
Seattle, Washington

Helping cats and owls out of
trees... in the West
Just finished reading the Dave Bratt article (“Nothing Against Cats, Mind You…,”
From the Field, TCI January 2013) and it
brought back lots of memories of cat rescues over the years. Now, I tell the owners
to call me back if their furry friend isn’t
down after six or seven days. Most of them
actually figure out how to get down all by
themselves.
When the allotted time has passed or the
owner’s can’t stand to wait, I put on the
Carhart jacket, leather gloves, and tuck a
burlap sack inside my coat. Most cats will
climb higher and or go out on a limb as you
approach. I usually have to be patient and
spend a bit of time with the “victim” so I
don’t become a victim. Some will come
down in the jacket and others need the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

sack.
Daisy was my family cat and was prone
to climbing trees (mostly to avoid the coyotes). After climbing trees on three
different occasions and using the bucket
truck another time, Daisy ended up in a
spindly 30-foot fir tree. It wasn’t big
enough to climb and not anywhere near a
truck access. As a last resort I put a hinge
cut on the trunk.
The tree headed for the ground in slow
motion and our little pet made the leap just
fine. I guess that cured her of the tree
climbing habit. She’s still around the house
and hasn’t been up a tree in 12 years.
The most unusual tree rescue was a family of baby great horned owls.
A biologist called to say the mother owl
had been killed when it flew into a wind
machine used as frost protection in the
orchards of central Washington. Because
the adult owl had been killed by a man
made object, the decision was made to rescue the babies if they were still alive.
The biologist and some neighbors met
me at the nest site. They came equipped
with large towels, a 5-gallon bucket, and a
box to collect the little rascals. No one had
seen any activity or noise coming from the
nest in a few days. But the ground crew
was still hopeful that we’d find some
chicks alive.
The nest was about 50 feet up in a large
dead ponderosa pine. The tree was two
years dead so the trunk was still sound,
though the needles had all fallen. I slapped
on the hooks, tied the bucket to my belt,
and headed up the tree to just below the
nest. Once my lanyard was secure, I eased
my head up to see into the woody structure. There were six big eyes focused on
me and three beaks clacking nervously.
These were the cutest, not so little bundles of fluffy feathers I’d ever seen.
After hanging a rope and reporting the
find to the folks below, I started to ease my
way out to the perch. The owls had built
the structure on a cluster of limbs about 8
feet out from the trunk of the tree. The
owlets clacking noises continued when I
reached for a towel to throw over the nearest one. Just then the largest fluff ball
(Continued on page 65)
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED
Experienced Climber in MD,
Tree care company seeking a skilled climber. Pruning,
removals, crane work. Candidate must be drug free
reliable & productive. Top pay $16-24hr plus benefit
package & overtime. Please send resume
ohw@oakhilltrees.com

Climbers/bucket truck operators, crane operators
Ping’s Tree Service, one of
the largest tree services
in central Indiana, is
seeking climbers/bucket truck operators and crane
operators. Must be experienced in residential and
commercial tree care, including: crown reductions,
thinning, pruning and working with cranes. Must
have technical rigging skills of all facets of tree trimming and removal. Lic. drivers only. PHC techs and
cert. arborists also needed. Join one of Indiana’s
leading tree removal companies. Top wages and
great benefits. Apply online without delay at
pingstreeservice.com/employment.html.

Top Level Climber, Denver CO

Arborist/Estimator, Apex NC

Small 5-star company, great reputation. Seeking 2 certified
arborists, proven track record,
capable of all aspects of tree care.
Seasonal & independent climbers
welcome. Integrity & strong work
ethic a must. Must have valid DL,
CDL preferred. ambushtree@yahoo.com; (303) 9864695; www.ambushtree@yahoo.com.

Represent the company whenever a certified arborist is
required. Perform estimates for
tree removal, pruning, evaluation or consultation based on
customer needs. Evaluate health of tree and make recommendations to customers or provide written
assessment as required. Excellent benefits including
medical insurance, dental insurance and paid holidays. denise@jdtreepros.com; (919) 467-7997.

Plant Health Care & Sales, Brunswick, ME
WellTree, Inc. seeks a
key individual to manage and develop the
company’s
growing
sales and PHC services.
This individual must
have extensive knowledge and experience in Plant
Health Care and arboriculture. A supportive team
attitude, excellent organization and communication
skills are imperative. Must possess or soon obtain
ISA certification, a Maine pesticide license, and
CDL. Competitive compensation package offered.
Pease contact Jeff at (207) 522-1021 or apply
online at www.welltreeinc.com

Experienced Climber Position, CT
Medium-sized tree
care company seeking
an experienced climber
with a CDL, who is also
skilled in rigging, pruning, crane work, utility lines, and
large takedowns. Drug-free workplace and highly competitive benefit packages including hourly pay between
$15 and $25, health insurance, profit sharing, and
401(k). Relocation package for the right candidate.
Signing bonus available! Fax or email resume to (203)
272-0393 or arborist@totaltreecare.com.
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Arborist Representative

Certified Arborist/Sales

Bartlett continues to
grow in the North,
South, Mid Atlantic,
Midwest & West with
openings for experienced Sales Arborist Representatives, Foremen, IPM
Techs & tree climbers. We have locations in
Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Hampshire,
Vermont, New York, New Jersey, Maryland,
Pennsylvania, Virginia, North Carolina, South
Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Tennessee, Texas, Illinois,
Michigan, Minnesota, California, Washington,
Arizona, Canada, UK & Ireland. Bartlett Tree Experts
has been in business for over 104 years. We are the
largest family owned tree care company with over 80
offices in the USA. We pride ourselves in offering scientific tree care and have unmatched resources with
the Bartlett Tree Research Laboratory. If you are
someone who is looking for upward mobility and a
long term future with a great company, then send us
your resume. No phone calls please. We offer excellent compensation and benefits. EEO Employer.
Opportunity Grows on Trees. Email your resume to our
ad posted at www.jobs.tcia.org.

We are seeking a candidate with
a selling style that will be:
Authoritative in guiding the
process toward your goals;
Driven to keep the process moving along as quickly as possible. Willing to take risks
such as cold-calling or experimenting with a new
product idea. Flexible in working with the customer
to close the deal in different, and possibly unique,
ways. Outwardly focused on your customers, intuitively reading them and adjusting your style to meet
their needs if it will help advance the process. RTEC
provides: As much independence and flexibility in
the activities as possible. Opportunities to learn and
advance; for expression of, and action on, your own
ideas and initiatives; variety and challenge in your
responsibilities; opportunities to prove yourself, and
recognition and reward for doing so. Must have: ISA
Certified Arborist, or can acquire; horticultural
degree or similar; computer proficiency; good driving
record; must be able to communicate effectively and
professionally. Forward thinking and able to multitask. Visit our website to learn more about us:
www.RTECtreecare.com.

Part-Time Regional Outreach Coordinator West Coast and Southeast areas
TCIA’s newly created outreach
coordinator position will concentrate on creating groups of tree
care business owners who meet and interact regularly
(face-to-face and online) and facilitating increased
participation in TCIA programs via regional workshops
that address both owner and employee needs (EHAP,
CTSP, etc). Regional coordinator will live and work in
their assigned region to organize member gatherings
(breakfasts, after hour’s gatherings, etc.) where current members interact prospective members are
invited to see what they are missing. Coordinator will
work to strengthen the visibility of professional tree
care through consumer awareness opportunities at
events, via social media, and traditional press. Target
areas for coordinators are Southern California base for
West coast area and Atlanta to Charlotte corridor base
for the Southeast area, however other locations will be
considered depending on strength of the candidate,
local industry, location and TCIA strategic plans. For
complete job description, requirements and application details, visit www.jobs.tcia.org. Resume and
cover letter to: Bob Rouse, Rouse@tcia.org.
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Sales Arborist, CT

Climber

Growing tree and lawn
care company in business since 1957 looking
for an experienced, goal
driven sales arborist
with more than 3 years’ experience. Offering highly
competitive benefit packages including health insurance, disability insurance, profit sharing, and
401(k). Base salary plus commission and a signing
bonus. Please fax or email resume to (203) 272-0393
or hr@totaltreecare.com.

Use chain saws to fell trees
using knowledge of tree
characteristics and cutting
techniques to control direction of fall and minimize
tree damage. Cut away dead or excess branches from
trees or shrubs. Prune trees using handsaws, pruning hooks, sheers, and clippers. 3-5 year’s experience
and CDL license required. Medical insurance, dental
insurance and paid holidays provided. Located in
Apex, NC. denise@jdtreepros.com; (919) 467-7997.

Immediate Openings for Tree Climber
(Trainee, I, II, III, Foreman & Supervisor)
We are seeking experienced,
knowledgeable, and professional
climbers to perform pruning,
removals, and general tree maintenance. Work year round at residential, commercial,
and government facilities. RTEC is a leader in Tree
Care, Plant Health Care and Environmental Solutions
in the Washington DC area (VA, MD, DC). We serve
thousands of high end residential properties as well
as federal and local government. We have received
numerous awards for tree preservation and we were
recognized with a Small Business Achievement
Award by Department Of Homeland Security. We are a
drug-free, safety conscious and technologically driven organization. Visit our website to learn more about
us: www.RTECtreecare.com.

Trim Field Supervisor, Arborist Foreman
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Take Your Career a Mile
High. With roots proudly
planted in Colorado’s soil
since 1947, we’ve grown
into one of America’s most respected landscape care
services. We’re searching for a Trim Field Supervisor
to join our more than 200 passionate green-industry
professionals in Denver. Swingle offers year-round
employment in the sunny Colorado outdoors, plus top
industry wages and benefits. If you are a results-oriented, motivated individual looking for a growing
company recognized for safety and legendary service
– we need to talk to you.
•2-5 yrs’ climbing & pruning
• Supervising 5-15 treecare employees
• CDL (or ability to obtain in 90 days)
•ISA Certification, Degree & CTSP preferred
Visit our website at www.myswingle.com to learn
more or to apply online or send a resume and cover letter to careers@swingletree.com. When it comes to your
career…choose Swingle.

Responsible, Reliable Climber, Ohio
Minimum 4 yrs.’ exp. including technical removals,
cabling, pruning, thinning and ability to work from
the end of a crane! Full time, pay based on skills!
Contact tree-stump-removal@live.com with detailed
experience.

Seacoast NH - FT/yr round - Generous Benefits
Exp Climber: must have knowledge of the climbing position for
pruning, removal and proper
use of equipment. CDL-A and
arbor cert req – or obtain once
hired. Send resume/ref to:
info@seacoasttreecare.com
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Managers & Climbers, Bay Area, CA

DICA Outrigger Pads

We offer job stability in addition
to a competitive
pay pkg. Includes promotion opportunities, health
benefits, paid holidays & paid vacation. Previous tree
care & management experience a must. Skills include
computer competency and possess a clean MVR. Drug
Screen required. Email resume & cover letter via
http://jobs.tcia.org/jobseeker/job/10699001.

Safety
Tech
Outrigger Pads
are built for your
safety. Featuring
Engineered
Thermoplastic
Construction, the TuffGrip Handle System, Radius
Edge and Corner Design and Industrial Grade Safety
Texturing. Call today to have Safety Tech Outrigger
Pads fit specifically to your equipment and application.
1-800-610-3422,
info@dicausa.com,
www.dicausa.com.

Crane-assisted Tree Removal, Southern NH

Grapple Truck
2005 FLT, 260-hp, 6-spd, NO CDL, w/new Kesla 500Z
loader (18’8” reach, lifts 2070 lbs, incl. C/R bypass
grapple), new Beau Roc 15’ debris body, removable
lids optional. Versatile! Affordable! Ready for Work!
Call (800) 472-2133; www.grappletruck.net.

Climber, log truck operator &
ground positions. Must have 35 years’ exp., CDL & arborist
cert. a plus. Competitive wages.
(603) 882-0686 or email info@mcguinnesstree.com.

Experienced Cert. Arborist, Tree Sales, CA
Must have previous
experience in selling
tree services to commercial
and
residential properties.
A full-service landscape company offering landscape
maintenance, enhancements, tree trimming services, and landscape construction. We pride ourselves
in exceeding the expectations our clients require
when it comes to landscape services An award winning company with multiple awards in landscape
maintenance and landscape renovation construction. We are seeking new work in the South Bay Area.
We are looking for a qualified candidate who has gogetter mentality and is willing to meeting or
exceeding their goals on a monthly basis. Visit our
website at www.bayscape.net. Send resume to
shawnk@bayscape.net

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
Ropes, Ropes, Ropes
All types and brands of professional arborist climbing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203

Check it Out!
Novelty items for the
Arborist, Tree Worker,
Utility Specialist and Tree
Hugger. www.treelifestore.biz.
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AlturnaMATS, Inc.

ArborGold Software

Your
Single
Source for Ground
Protection! Mats
are
available
2’x4’ up to 4’x8’
and feature a
Limited Lifetime
Warranty! Built Tough Guaranteed! 1-888-544-6287,
sales@alturnamats.com; www.alturnamats.com.

Complete job management! Tree Management
Systems, Inc. delivers cutting edge software specifically designed to help tree care companies close
more sales, create repeat business, reduce cost and
monitor crew productivity, works with QuickBooks.
Visit our website www.ArborGold.com for a FREE indepth video demo or call 1-800-933-1955 today for
more information.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Tree service South of Boston, MA
In business 40 years with $1M sales. Hi-fenced yard
& security cameras as optional move-in rental. Equip
available: chipper, grapple, crane, boom truck, etc.
Call (508) 238-6026, (617) 571-4586 interested parties only.
So. Western NH Tree Service
Bradco Tree Spade
Model 4425. Std electric control joystick to function
the hydraulic valve; adjustable blade legs slide control ball depth; rear stabilizers Included. Never used.
P/U only (CT) $15,250. Nick (203) 879-4201;
NSchork@Ultimategrounds.com.

Nearly 40 years serving NH, VT and Mass area. For
sale - name, clientele and numerous pieces of equipment. Optional: office, repair & storage for sale or
lease. Owner available for short-term transition.
(603) 352-8330.
Tree Business in Scotch Plains, NJ

Opdyke Inc.
150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knucklebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our website
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

Gross over $1M per year, turnkey operation, 56-year
tradition. Owner retiring, available immediately. For
sale: property, name, clientele and equipment. For
serious inquiries call (908) 482-8855. Owner available w/transition.

PRODUCTS & SERVICES

Small tree & landscape business W. Portland, OR

TreeCareJobs.com
TreeCareJobs.com - For Tree Pros. Search Jobs - Post
Resume. Since 1999 (717) 479-1850 www.TreecareJobs.com
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In operation since 1963, newer equip – trucks, stump
grinders, chipper, tractor w/implements – includes a
Farmi for winching logs & brush, Vermeer skid steer,
etc. Well trained crew to work on and off the ground.
Contact david@waltstreeservice.com.
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Business of Tree Care

Create emotional bonds, show
more value and win more clients

Green Light/Red Light Screening System.
For a free report on how this works, email
me at Jeff@JeffreyScott.biz)

By Jeffrey Scott

Ask the right questions
A Sales Superstar is not someone with
the gift of gab. Rather it’s someone with
the gift of listening and asking the right
questions. You need your clients to do
most of the talking – between 75 and 80
percent of the time – but you don’t want to
lose control of the conversation. You maintain control by being the person asking the
right questions – think of it like a talk show
host interviewing an important guest. The
guests are flattered, and yet the conversation is controlled by the effective
questioning skills of the host.

n this rocky economy, more companies are selling on price. In turn, price
expectations are being pushed downward. To become a Sales Superstar and
succeed against the low-ballers and shoppers, you’ll need to arm yourself with new
and improved sales skills. Here are a few
strategies that I guarantee will boost your
sales success!

I

Build emotional bonds
At the heart of it, people tend to make
emotional decisions, even when they use
facts to rationalize their choices. Your job is
to help your prospective clients realize –
from a deep emotional point of view – why
they need your company and the solutions
you provide. By selling on emotion, you can
remove yourself from price competition.
There are two ways to sell on emotion:
1. Uncover and explore the anticipated
pleasure your prospect will gain by
hiring you.
2. Uncover and explore the problems
your prospect will solve by hiring you.
This second way is generally more powerful than the first. However, as
salespeople, we often focus on the wrong
problems. Mistakenly, we focus on the
“landscape” problem, instead of focusing
on the “personal” problems that are being
caused by the landscape problem. Once
you uncover the personal problems, you
can then explore the “pain” this is causing
your prospective client. When you do this,
you help your clients make emotionally
motivated (and more satisfying) decisions.
Path to success. Shift the conversation from
your prospect’s landscape problem to
personal problem to personal pain!

Waste less time.
Sun Tzu, the ancient Chinese general
and author of the world-famous war strate62

gy book, The Art of War, taught: “The battle is won or lost before your warriors set
foot on the battlefield.” This applies to all
of us who have to travel to make a sales
call. You want to make sure you are set up

You have spent your life
developing arboriculture
skills, i.e. pruning, disease control, etc. These
skills have helped you
make sales and win new
clients. But they have
also helped you lose sales
and lose new clients!
for sales success before you ever step foot
on your prospect’s property. You can’t
afford to waste time in this new economy.
Instead, arm yourself with the tools and
attitude needed to reduce wasted time from
bad leads and unnecessary follow-up
appointments.
(To help you do this, I have developed a
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

Measure and manage success
It is said that, “if you measure it, you can
manage and improve it.” In sales this
means you can improve your success by
measuring and holding yourself accountable to certain sales indicators. The
problem is that most contractors are so
busy chasing leads! They feel too busy to
stop, measure, and reflect on how to
improve their numbers.
At a minimum, you should track your
Win (Loss) Ratio. In my experience, many
contractors accept far too low of a win
ratio. How can you raise the bar on your
company? Identify your win ratio and
compare your results with other highachieving companies in our industry. I
have found that there is a BIG difference
between industry averages and those performing at ABOVE-average levels.
In my landscape company, we achieved
win ratios between 75 percent and 95 percent on a consistent basis. Anything is
possible, when you see how others are
doing it.
Don’t over-rely on your strengths?!
You have spent your life developing
arboriculture skills, i.e. pruning, disease
control, etc. These skills have helped you

make sales and win new clients. But they
have also helped you lose sales and lose
new clients! When people become highly
trained, they tend to over-rely on their skill
set – maybe even showing off those skills to
new prospects. But a Sales Superstar understands how his/her own strengths can get in
the way of building rapport – and get in the
way of uncovering the core customer needs.
The client does not care how much you
know, until they know how much you care
(about their issues!)
Ask for the sale
No matter how good you are at building
rapport and showing value, you need to
master the process of “asking for the sale.”
This is difficult for many salespeople, and
it is often done incorrectly. Salespeople
will put off asking for the sale, and even
put off talking about price, for fear of being
rejected. But it is in hearing your prospective client’s objections that you learn
what’s at the core of their assumptions and
misunderstandings. You can’t close a sale
until you learn about and address the

doubts in your client’s mind.
Increase sales success
There are four ways to measure sales
success.
1. More sales (of the right kind)
2. Higher sales margins
3. More efficient selling (as measured in
a higher closing ratio)
4. More free time – which you can use to
spend with your current customers,
your family, or your golf game!
When you analyze your sales approach,
look for opportunities to improve in all
four of these areas.
Jeffrey Scott, MBA, is a business consultant and author of The Referral
Advantage and The Leader’s Edge. At
age 34 he took over and built his landscape business into a $10 million
enterprise. He now facilitates peer
groups for landscape business owners
who want to transform and profitably
grow their business. To learn more, visit
www.GetTheLeadersEdge.com.
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Tree News Digest

Asian longhorned beetle
eradicated from New Jersey
Effective March 14, 2013, the Animal
and Plant Health Inspection Service
(APHIS) declared eradication of the Asian
longhorned beetle (ALB) in Middlesex and
Union Counties, New Jersey, thereby
releasing them from quarantine. Since
2004, APHIS has worked with its state
partners to complete extensive survey, control, and regulatory activities in these areas
to eradicate ALB from New Jersey.
APHIS determined that these counties
can be removed from quarantine after program efforts resulted in three years of
negative surveys of host plants within the
regulated areas. The Federal Order immediately rescinds the regulated area in
Middlesex and Union counties, New
Jersey, for ALB. As a result of this action,
there are no remaining ALB regulated
areas in New Jersey.
ALB is a destructive wood-boring pest
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of maple and other hardwoods. ALB was
first discovered in the U.S. in Brooklyn,
New York, in August 1996. Since then,
the beetle has been found in Chicago,
Illinois; Hudson, Middlesex and Union
counties in New Jersey; Worcester and
Suffolk counties in Massachusetts; and
most recently in Clermont County, Ohio.
In 2008, ALB was declared eradicated in
Chicago, Ill., and Hudson County, N.J.

Bark beetle researchers
launch pesticide company
A team of researchers at the University
of Nevada, Reno, have strayed from the
lab to the boardroom in an effort to build
a business based on discoveries from
years of research studying insect
enzymes. The work of Claus Tittiger,
professor of biochemistry, and post-doctoral researcher Rubi Figueroa-Teran
was accepted into a highly competitive
National Science Foundation businessvalidation
program,
known
as

TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

Innovation Corps or I-Corps. Three
months later and with the support of the
University’s Technology Transfer Office
programs, they created a business and
are bringing to market a product based
on their enzymes. Plans are underway to
put the technological processes into
mass production with the launch of a
specialized chemical production company, EscaZyme Biochemicals.
The enzymes, discovered in bark beetles from trees in the Lake Tahoe area,
have the potential to be used for a wide
range of products such as bug traps and
pesticides, perfumes, flavorings, cleaning products or even with drugs for
chemotherapy and bacterial infection.
The team settled on the pesticide and
insect attractant application as the starting place for the business venture.
EscaZyme Biochemicals’ first potential client is a chemical company that
produces traps and lures for bark beetles,
a tiny insect that can decimate a forest in
just a few years.
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Letters & Emails

ride to the raptor rescue shelter.
I’ve read your magazine occasionally
and it seems like most of the articles are
from the eastern U.S. What’s with that?
Dan Dittrich
Dan the Treeman
Peshastin, Washington

(Continued from page 54)

hopped on the far edge of the nest and
jumped off. I retrieved the smaller bird in
the towel and placed it in the bucket as I
watched the dare devil flap its wings and
spiral safely to the ground.
The shrieks from the ground crew went
from fear to joy as they retrieved the first
arrival. I lowered the second one down in
the bucket and set my attention on the
remaining fledgling. By now I was splayed
across the entire 5-foot nest and the little
guy was hopping out onto the ends of the
dead pine limbs. I had literally reached the
end of my rope and wasn’t willing to
release the monkeyfist knot to advance any
further. This bird was going to make its
first flight. So I wiggled the limb it was
perched on and off it went. A few acrobatic moves and the wings went into action.

Editor’s note: A larger number of TCIA
members and TCI Magazine subscribers
are in the East, so that is where contributions and article ideas tend to come from.

Call back on crypt gall wasp
photo credits...

A great horned owl. Photo by Douglas Brown @ flickr.com

Another safe decent and retrieval.
The little cuties were admired, photographed, and carefully boxed up for the
TREE CARE INDUSTRY – APRIL 2013

In the article “Crypt Gall Wasp Creates a
Mystery on Cape Cod,” in the March 2013
TCI, two photo credits were slightly lacking.
The inset on page 11 and photo on page
16 are courtesy of Donald C. Booth,
Bartlett Research Lab.
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From the Field

By Ryan Torres
s a young woman in the
arboriculture industry, I
realized that watching the
work being done was a lesson that
books could never teach me. So,
being fresh out of college and
into the “sales” world of arboriculture, I watched every job I
had time for. This made estimating jobs easier and, let’s face it,
watching “the guys” climb trees
and prune them was truly fascinating. It took a few months to
be accepted by them, but eventually I was part of “the group.”
Taking every opportunity to see
and understand the crew members in action proved beneficial
to both my job and friendships.
One summer Saturday, I get a
call from Rich, the foreman,
about a job that they were working on. Apparently it was going
to be an impressive felling of a
maple in a backyard that had
what seemed like just enough room for it to
fit. Well, despite me hanging out with some
girlfriends, I rushed over to the job,
because this I just had to see. I was in a
short pink skirt, flip flops and T-shirt. Give
me a break, I was with the girls, but I didn’t want to miss this. There wasn’t enough
time to change into my work clothes.
I pull up to the job with cold drinks in
hand and walk into the backyard. Rich is
giving everyone one important task or
another regarding felling this 60-foot foot
maple. I sit back and wait for what seems
like hours while they set up the proper rigging, pulleys and ropes to direct the maple
in just the right direction; finally, a cut is
ready to be made. Before the notch is cut,
Rich directs me, another sales rep and the
homeowner to stand a certain distance

A

Sketch by Jerry King

away. I, of course, stand a few steps behind
thinking I’ll be safer that way. Rich then
directs the notch to be cut and is watching
every move the tree makes. Finally, movement in the tree! A popping noise that is
rarely mistaken for anything else but a
falling tree.
And it was, I swear, in slow motion that
the maple came down and landed exactly
where Rich had planned. I remember
thinking how amazing that was. But that
didn’t last very long because before I knew
it, the breeze from the felled tree came
rushing at us and my short pink skirt came
“swooshing” up and ended up in the wrong
direction. I frantically looked around and
was relieved to see that everyone was so
amazed at the maple that no one noticed!

No one except Rich.
As everyone was cheering
and smiling at the tree, Rich
was looking right at me,
smiling and laughing as I
pushed my skirt down to its
proper place. I refused to
believe that he saw what
happened until he properly
identified the color of my
underwear.
I’ll never forget my first
experience with a felled
tree of that size. The skill
involved to know how that
tree would fall so that the
property and people would
be safe – but at the same
time blow my skirt up – is
nothing short of amazing.
I have since seen many
trees, some larger, being
felled and am always
impressed. That day, however will always stick out in
my mind as a lesson
learned. Arboriculture is truly
a skill that only a few have mastered and
wearing skirts to the job site is never a
good idea. I have come a long way from
the curious young woman wanting to learn
more about trees, but would never replace
the lessons I learned in the beginning.
That incident occurred more than six
years ago. Rich and I worked with each
other for years after... and last year I
became his wife. Both Rich and I are still
heavily involved in the tree care industry,
but always find time to remember that day.
Ryan Torres is a horticulturist in the
Department of Parks and Recreation in
North Hempstead, New York, director for
a small botanic garden on Long Island
and an educator for The Bronx Botanic
Garden.

TCI will pay $100 for published “From the Field” articles. Submissions become the property of TCI and are subject to editing
for grammar, style and length. Entries must include the name of a company and a contact person. Send to: Tree Care Industry, 136
Harvey Road, Suite 101, Londonderry, NH 03053, or editor@tcia.org.
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The annual TCI EXPO is an excellent source for great deals on new equipment, but whether for purchasing equipment, expanding your facilities or growing your business, taking a loan
should be given careful thought and planning. Here, Heidi Boyum answers questions on a piece of Jarraff equipment on the show floor at TCI EXPO 2012.

“Annual income twenty pounds, annual expenditure nineteen
six, result happiness. Annual income twenty pounds, annual
expenditure twenty pound ought and six, result misery.”
- Charles Dickens
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By Victor Green
orrowing money is often a necessity for growing and expanding a
new business, but it’s also one of
the least understood parts of business management. So, what is the best way to go
about it?
First, use some common sense.
(Unfortunately, the first lesson you’ll find
in business is that “common” sense is
often rare.) Only borrow money that is
well within the means of the business. In
other words, can you afford the repayments and the interest over the length of
the loan? It may seem obvious, but it’s an
important consideration.
Once you’ve decided to take a loan,
maximizing on your assets and taking the
largest loan possible is not the way to go!
Here’s why: let’s assume you have assets
of $1 million and you borrow 70 percent
($700,000) against this. This heavy leverage will require a large repayment
schedule.
All well and good – but only if you can
more or less guarantee that you have, and
will continue to have, continual cash flow
into your business, and are making profits

B

Circle 30 on RS Card or visit www.tcia.org/Publications

that will last the length of the loan.
Today no one knows this for certain so let’s look at the risk of this
loan situation.
When considering taking a loan, think about
whether you expect to continue to have the
cash flow to make the payments through the
length of the loan. Here, Art Lucas, right, with
Smith Truck Cranes, points out features on a
vehicle to attendees at TCI EXPO 2012.
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For the sake of this exercise, let’s say the
interest rate is 6 percent, fixed over 10
years. The interest will be $42,000, plus
capital repayments of $70,000 over the 10year period of the loan. Capital
repayments, plus interest in year one is
$112,000, or $9,333 each month. (In reality, the interest payments will decrease each
year because of the annual reductions of
capital, but these figures are a good starting

Circle 50 on RS Card or visit
www.tcia.org/Publications

There is always a danger when you take a
large loan and get stretched by the repayments.
The other downside to this loan scenario
is that you have maxed out on your assets,
and collateral, and have no financial movement. To me, this could be a slow,
self-inflicted punishment of an over optimistic businessman.
I would prefer to utilize a smaller

amount of my assets and make the business grow within my control. This way, I
would not be putting all of my eggs in one
basket. If I had $1 million in assets, I
would use $250,000 against a loan, still
leaving me with some assets to use if needed. If things do go wrong, you can you
handle it with the remaining equity and the
business you still have. Keep your cash
flowing into your hands, not those of the

If your planned business expansion – the reason for borrowing this money – is good and if you increase sales and
profit using this loan, you should be able to afford the
repayments. However, that’s two big ifs.

point.)
If your planned business expansion – the
reason for borrowing this money – is good
and if you increase sales and profit using
this loan you should be able to afford the
repayments. However, that’s two big ifs.
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lender!
When you are maxed-out, the rates
offered by the banks are usually off the
chart. The bank will pressure you into
reducing your debt and you will be
forced to sell an asset when the market is
low. You will achieve a price less than
you expected.
When one of my businesses failed, and
I was indebted to the bank, I could
demonstrate that I had a way of paying
them back, even though it was over a
longer period. No big deal for them, as
they got more interest. The point was to
convince the bank that I could meet the
commitment to them. How did I do this?
Having your assets free of loans, or with
small loans against them, gives you better
borrowing power. Being able to offer a
mortgage-free building against a loan, or
one that has little debt, puts you in the driver’s seat. If you have a valuable asset, you
can go to any bank and negotiate. Much
different to being told, “This is our offer,
take it or leave it.”
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Some final tips:
• Try and build up as many tangible
assets as possible. Real estate, for example:
get it paid off or with a minimal loan. You
then have something to use when you need
cash to expand and grow your business.
• Don’t make the tax deduction carrot the
reason to borrow and get in debt. For me,
paying tax is a treat. The more I paid, the
happier I was!
• If you use up all of the equity in your
property, you lose leverage and control of
your assets and become vulnerable where
someone else can ring your bell.
• Above all else, remember that borrowing money does not make a bad idea a good
one!
Sure, fortune favors the brave. I believe
success in business is about taking risks –
but only ones that you can calculate. Make
sure you assess the risk of borrowing carefully and consider the full extent of
financial problems if things go wrong.
When in doubt, invest in tangible assets
and remember: having a business heavily

mortgaged is like driving a car with the
brakes on. Many smart people have ruined
a good business because they are over
geared.
Victor Green, author of How to Succeed
in Business by Really Trying, has a long
record of founding and growing businesses

in a variety of industries. Now retired, he
lectures and mentors small business owners and new entrepreneurs in conjunction
with SCORE and the U.S. Small Business
Administration. Above all else, he encourages his clients to “invest in common
sense.” For more information, visit:
www.howtosucceedinbusiness.com.
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

Opdyke Inc.

Check it Out!

Ropes, Ropes, Ropes

Novelty items for the
Arborist, Tree Worker,
Utility Specialist and Tree
Hugger. www.treelifestore.biz

All types and brands of professional arborist climbing, lowering and rope accessories at warehouse
prices. Call for current price list. Visa, MC, AX. Small
Ad – Big Savings, since 1958. 1-800-873-3203

150+ specialized trucks in stock boom/crane/knucklebooms/ 4x4 single and tandem. Go to our website
www.opdykes.com. (215) 721-4444.

Bradco Tree Spade
Model 4425. Std electric control joystick to function
the hydraulic valve; adjustable blade legs slide control ball depth; rear stabilizers Included. Never used.
P/U only (CT) $15,250. Nick (203) 879-4201;
NSchork@Ultimategrounds.com

AlturnaMATS, Inc.
Your Single
Source
for
G r o u n d
Protection!
Mats
are
available 2’x4’
up to 4’x8’ and
feature
a
Limited
Lifetime
Warranty!
Built Tough Guaranteed! 1-888-544-6287,
sales@alturnamats.com; www.alturnamats.com.

Grapple Truck
2005 FLT, 260-hp, 6-spd, NO CDL, w/new Kesla 500Z
loader (18’8” reach, lifts 2070 lbs, incl. C/R bypass
grapple), new Beau Roc 15’ debris body, removable
lids optional. Versatile! Affordable! Ready for Work!
Call (800) 472-2133; www.grappletruck.net.

DICA Outrigger Pads
Safety
Tech
Outrigger Pads
are built for your
safety. Featuring
Engineered
Thermoplastic
Construction, the
TuffGrip Handle
System, Radius Edge and Corner Design and
Industrial Grade Safety Texturing. Call today to have
Safety Tech Outrigger Pads fit specifically to your
equipment and application. 1-800-610-3422,
info@dicausa.com, www.dicausa.com.
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